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Falling during walking leads to millions of emergency room visits every year for 

all age groups and is a significant medical concern.  While gait training has shown some 

promise for fall prevention, we know relatively little about how humans maintain 

stability, how we can quantify it and how we can use this knowledge to increase the 

success of fall prevention training.  In this dissertation, I studied how human stability 

responds to continuous, small magnitude perturbations and to voluntary changes in gait 

characteristics by examining movement variability and long-term and instantaneous 

dynamic stability.  In the first set of experiments, participants were exposed to 

continuous, pseudo-random external perturbations of the visual field and support surface 

in a Computer Assisted Rehabilitation ENvironment (CAREN).  Participants exhibited 

increased step widths, shorter step lengths and increased step variability, orbital and 

short-term local instability.  Despite this, mean instantaneous lateral stability remained 
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approximately constant.  In the second set of experiments, participants voluntarily 

adopted changes in their step widths and step lengths.  Wider steps were associated with 

increased step width variability, decreased nonlinear stability, decreased anterior-

posterior margins of stability and increased instantaneous lateral stability.  Shorter steps 

were associated with decreased short-term and orbital stability but did not affect mean 

instantaneous stability.  When instantaneous stability was examined between steps, as 

opposed to as an average over many steps, results from both studies indicated a 

relationship between each step’s stability and the stability of the immediately preceding 

step.  From these studies, we now know that unpredictable, continuous perturbations 

during human walking applied in a given direction can be used to elicit predictable 

responses in motion variability and stability in that same direction.  We know that the 

type of stability examined can influence the conclusions drawn about an individual’s 

stability during perturbed walking.  For example, an individual’s variability may indicate 

increased risk of falling while he or she simultaneously demonstrates increased orbital 

stability and instantaneous lateral stability.  A challenge faced in this area of research will 

be to understand how quantitative measures of stability relate to how we perceive our 

stability. 
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Introduction 

Falls, and the complications that accompany them, are a significant medical 

concern.  Falling leads to over 2 million emergency room visits for children every year 

(Britton 2005), and unintentional falls are the leading cause of non-fatal injury in the US 

for ages 25 and older (www.cdc.gov).  The incidence of falling is more than twice as 

great for individuals aged 65 and older than for any other age group (www.cdc.gov).  

Falls in elderly women in particular are of concern because, of persons aged 65 and older 

who are admitted to the hospital for falls, more are female than male (Alexander et al. 

1992).  For adults age 45 and older, falls resulted in > $35 billion of total lifetime medical 

costs in 2000 (Finkelstein et al. 2006).  Thus, fall-related injuries all come at both a high 

cost to individual health and well being as well as to society. 

In daily life, people are exposed to many challenges to their ability to stay upright.  

There are cracks in the sidewalk, gravel, slippery surfaces, uneven terrain and many other 

situations that could lead to falling both out- and indoors.  One study of falls in middle-

aged and older adults found that outdoor falls in particular were more common than 

indoor falls in almost all age groups, and 47.3% of all outdoor falls occurred during 

walking (Li et al. 2006).  Of the environmental causes for the falls, 47.6% were due to 

uneven surfaces, 33.5% were due to tripping on something and 20.2% were due to 

slipping on something (Li et al. 2006).  These environmental challenges are more likely 

to result in a fall if an individual’s capacity to maintain stability is decreased or impaired, 

such as in older adults (Menz et al. 2003; Kang and Dingwell 2008a).  We are thus faced 
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with the reality that clinical environments, with uniform surfaces, might not be the best 

training ground to train patients to successfully encounter the challenging environments 

they will encounter in their daily life.  Therefore, we must make the clinical environments 

more challenging and more reflective of the everyday variability we are exposed to in the 

real world, and we have to do this in a valid and controllable way. 

All of these observations and statistics prompt the questions, how can we prevent 

falls?  How can we monitor changes in likelihood of falling so that we might implement 

fall prevention training programs to help people not fall?  And how can we accomplish 

these training programs in a gait laboratory?  To answer these questions, we need to first 

understand our ability to stay on our feet.  Some approach this by trying to understand 

risk of falling while others try to understand human stability.  Presumably these two are 

linked, though no conclusive relationship has been determined.  Risk of falling, as it 

implies, addresses our propensity to actually fall. Stability, on the other hand, is defined 

generically as the capacity of a system, in this case our bodies, to respond to 

perturbations (Full et al. 2002).  Risk of falling and stability yield different information 

concerning how we stay on our feet as the former tells us our likelihood of falling and the 

latter tells us how we respond to events that may or may not make us fall.  In this 

dissertation, I examined gait variability, which has been prospectively linked to risk of 

falling, stability over many steps, as estimated using nonlinear measures of stability, and 

finally instantaneous stability, as estimated using dynamic margins of stability.  We will 

now examine each more thoroughly. 
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RISK OF FALLING AND CLINICAL GAIT MEASURES 
In a simple clinical gait analysis, a clinician would observe a patient during both 

standing and walking.  He or she would visually assess the patient’s joint range of 

motion, speed, quality and synchrony of gait, noting any irregularities or instabilities.  

The analysis is qualitative with the clinician looking for a minimum quality of movement 

and relies heavily on the clinician’s abilities and experience.  More complex clinical gait 

analysis would likely involve motion capture and/or electromyography (EMG).  These 

analysis tools enable quantitative assessment of a patient’s motion.   

An individual’s risk of falling can be assessed by examining quantitative patterns 

in step width (SW), step length (SL), step time (ST) and variability of these measures to 

determine if the individual differs significantly from a normal, healthy person his or her 

age.  Wider, shorter and faster steps are generally considered “cautious” walking 

strategies (Maki 1997) with shorter steps being attributed specifically to “safer, more 

stable gait pattern[s]” (Winter et al. 1990).  However, observations of SW, SL and ST 

with regards to falling and obstacle clearance have yielded conflicting results.   

In retrospective studies, increased risk of falls has been associated with shorter 

(Guimaraes and Isaacs 1980; Wolfson et al. 1990; Richardson et al. 2005), longer (Pavol 

et al. 1999), narrower (Guimaraes and Isaacs 1980) and/or faster (Pavol et al. 1999) steps 

as well as with reduced gait speed (Luukinen et al. 1995b; Luukinen et al. 1995a; Woo et 

al. 1995; Sieri and Beretta 2004).  Reductions in SL (Hollman et al. 2006; Menant et al. 

2009), walking velocity (Menant et al. 2009) and velocity variability (Hollman et al. 

2006) and increases in SW (Hollman et al. 2006; Menant et al. 2009) are also seen as 
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indicators that individuals have increased their ability to avoid an obstacle (Berard and 

Vallis 2006).  Slower reactions to perturbations (van den Bogert et al. 2002) and impaired 

ability to make lateral stepping reactions (Maki et al. 2000) are also associated with 

increased fall risk.  Walking slower has been debated as the greatest cause of falling 

(Pavol et al. 2001; Bruijn et al. 2009a).  Other clinically relevant fall risk factors and 

predictors include leg extension strength (Pijnappels et al. 2008a; Pijnappels et al. 

2008b), lower leg strength (Pavol et al. 2002), plantar sensation (Eils et al. 2004) and 

footwear (Menant et al. 2008); however, these factors are not measured as commonly as 

SW, SL and ST.  

Prospectively, greater variability of gait characteristics has also been 

demonstrated to predict falling.  Maki (1997) observed that increased stride-to-stride 

variability in SL and speed was associated with falling and that stride-to-stride variability 

in speed was the single best predictor of falling.  SL is directly related to step speed, and 

two other studies demonstrated that stride time and step time variability predicted falling.  

First, Hausdorff et al. (2001) found that stride time variability predicted falling and was 

also correlated with balance and gait speed.  DeMott and colleagues (2007) found that 

step time variability when walking on irregular surfaces was greater for people who fell, 

but that this same relationship was not evident when subjects walked on smooth surfaces.   

In randomized clinical trials balance, gait training and strengthening interventions 

have been estimated to reduce the risk of falling by 14-27% (Tinetti 2003).  Responses to 

these exercises have been assessed by measuring balance during standing, specifically 

center of pressure (COP) and center of mass (COM) displacements (Bugnariu and Fung 
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2007) and timing of reactions to perturbations during standing (Henry et al. 1998).  Gait 

training generally involves modifications to an individual’s step characteristics, which 

affect risk of falling as discussed above.  We do not know how specific gait modifications 

alone alter stability during walking regardless of their influence on risk of falling.  

Discovering this relationship presents a unique opportunity to help reduce risk of falling 

if the relationship can be illuminated. 

DYNAMIC STABILITY USING APPROACHES FROM NONLINEAR DYNAMICS 
Variability does not necessarily equate directly to stability (Dingwell and Marin 

2006).  Dynamic stability can be examined in terms of “global” and “local” stability.  

“Global” stability is the “capacity of the system to respond to larger perturbations” 

(Dingwell and Marin 2006) whereas “local” stability is the “resilience of the locomotor 

system to infinitesimally small perturbations that occur naturally during walking” 

(Dingwell and Marin 2006).  Healthy humans are locally unstable because they exhibit 

variations and fluctuations in their gait patterns as they walk in response to small 

perturbations from a variety of sources.  However, they do not fall because they are 

globally stable.  The same is true for people with walking disabilities; however, in the 

latter case, if individuals are more locally unstable that might indicate that those 

individuals have an increased risk of falling if they were to experience a larger 

perturbation. 

Full and colleagues defined one type of local locomotor stability as “the ability of 

characteristic measurements (i.e. state variables such as velocities, angles and positions) 

to return to a steady-state, periodic gait after a perturbation” (Full et al. 2002).  
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Techniques from nonlinear dynamics have been used to directly quantify this ability to 

return to periodic, limit cycle gait (Hurmuzlu and Basdogan 1994; Scheiner et al. 1995; 

Hurmuzlu et al. 1996; Dingwell et al. 2001; Dingwell and Marin 2006; Dingwell et al. 

2007; England and Granata 2007; Su and Dingwell 2007; Kang and Dingwell 2008a), 

which is termed “orbital” stability. 

Orbital dynamic stability measures the “resilience of the periodic gait patterns 

when subjected to disturbances” (Hurmuzlu and Basdogan 1994).  Hurmuzlu and 

Basdogan (Hurmuzlu and Basdogan 1994) developed a technique to quantify orbital 

stability based on Floquet theory.  Their technique begins by demonstrating that periodic 

motions of a bipedal walking model, defined by an appropriate state space, appear in 

phase portraits as closed orbits.  It is expected that there will be transient steps before 

arriving at a closed orbit, or in other words, obtaining periodicity.  A Poincaré map is 

constructed by plotting values of a state variable for stride k versus the state at stride k+1.  

This is denoted: 

)(1 kk SFS =+  

where S is the state of the system at stride k at each given Poincaré section.  

Critical points on this map indicate periodic motions of the system and are defined as the 

average trajectory across all strides: 

*)(* SFS =  

where S* indicates the state of the system when the motion is periodic.  

Linearizing this map about S* yields: 
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[ ] ( )[ ]***1 SSSSS −=−+ kk J  

where J is the Jacobian matrix.  Because [Sk – S*] and [Sk+1 – S*] lie on the same 

Poincaré section, the last eigenvalue of J(S*) was ~0.  Therefore, all but the last 

eigenvalue defined the Floquet multipliers (FM) of the system (Kang and Dingwell 

2008a).  FM indicate cycle-to-cycle stability during walking.  When all FM magnitudes 

are less than unity, the system is considered stable.  Hurmuzlu and Basdogan note that 

while the Jacobian matrix can be calculated using experimental data and curve fitting, the 

theory requires assumptions regarding the number of body segments and, in their study, 

the assumption of frontal plane symmetry (Hurmuzlu and Basdogan 1994).  Numerous 

studies report maximum FM indicating that the most unstable, i.e. largest, FM will 

determine the orbital stability of an individual’s gait pattern (Dingwell and Cusumano 

2000; Dingwell and Kang 2007; Kang and Dingwell 2008a; Bruijn et al. 2009b).      

Local dynamic stability is the ability of a system to respond to infinitesimally 

small perturbations, such as might occur during walking.  Maximum finite-time 

Lyapunov exponents are used to estimate local stability.  These measures quantify the 

divergence of nearest-neighbor state-space trajectories over time (Rosenstein et al. 1993).  

They quantify the sensitivity of the system to initial conditions.   

Rosenstein and colleagues presented a method for calculating maximum 

Lyapunov exponents from experimental data (Rosenstein et al. 1993).  They first chose to 

construct state-spaces for their system as delay-embedded state-spaces from a single 

time-series.  While this is one type of state-space, it is not necessary to have a delay-
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embedded state-space for the calculations (Gates and Dingwell 2009).  Next, they located 

the nearest neighbor, X j
) , of each point, jX) , on a trajectory: 

jj
X

j XXd
j

)

)

−= min)0(  

where dj(0) is the initial distance from the jth point to its nearest neighbor and ||  || 

indicates the Euclidean norm.  The largest Lyapunov exponent can then be defined as  

)()( ti
jj eCid ∆= λ  

where λ is the maximum finite-time Lyapunov exponent and Cj is the initial 

separation.  Taking the logarithm of both sides of this equation yields: 

)(lnln tiCd jj ∆+≈ λ , 

which is also known as the mean log divergence curve.  The maximum Lyapunov 

exponent is calculated from the slope of the least-squares linear fit to the above equation: 

( )[ ] ciid
t

iy j +=
∆

= ]λ[ ln 1)( *  

where  indicate average over all j.  If λ > 0, a system is locally unstable (Kantz 

and Schreiber 2003).  For a truly deterministic system, such as a Lorenz attractor, λ > 0 

would indicate that the system was chaotic.  However, biological systems are not 

deterministic.  Noise, such as is found in biological systems, also causes λ > 0 and does 

not indicate “chaos” but local instability.  Maximum finite-time Lyapunov exponents 

have therefore also been referred to as “local divergence exponents” (Dingwell and Kang 

2007) as they are not “true” Lyapunov exponents. 
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The assumptions of these nonlinear techniques are important to remember when 

interpreting results.  Floquet theory assumes purely periodic motion. Conversely, local 

divergence exponent calculations assume purely aperiodic systems.  However, because 

human gait is not fully periodic or strongly aperiodic, it is most easily described as “semi-

periodic” or “pseudo-periodic.”  One study found that the strength of periodicity might be 

dependent on the part of the body one is examining.  In that study the upper body was 

observed to stray farther from periodicity than the lower body (Pecoraro et al. 2006). 

The use of nonlinear techniques to assess local stability in humans during 

locomotion is well-established (Hurmuzlu and Basdogan 1994; Dingwell and Cusumano 

2000; Dingwell et al. 2001; Jordan et al. 2009).  Previous work in Dr. Dingwell’s lab has 

focused specifically on the relationship between variability and measures of local and 

orbital dynamic stability during human walking (Dingwell and Marin 2006; Kang and 

Dingwell 2006b; a; Dingwell and Kang 2007; Dingwell et al. 2007; Dingwell et al. 2008; 

Kang and Dingwell 2008a).  Traditional measures of variability, specifically standard 

deviations, average effects across strides, whereas λ quantify differences between strides.  

It is commonly assumed that variability can be equated with local instability (λ); 

however, this is not necessarily the case.  Dingwell and colleagues have shown that 

variability, defined as mean standard deviation of movement, poorly predicts local 

dynamic stability because variability and local divergence exponents are quantifying 

fundamentally different aspects of walking (Dingwell et al. 2001).  Similarly, Dingwell 

and Marin (2006) and England and Granata (2007) found that subjects had decreased 

local dynamic instability at slower speeds despite increased variability in stride-to-stride 
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characteristics.  However, a more recent study by Bruijn and colleagues indicated that 

some correlation might be present between short-term local stability and variability 

(Bruijn et al. 2009a).  The above studies focused only on local stability and did not 

include measures of orbital stability. 

The relationships between local and orbital stability have also been examined.  

Kang and Dingwell found that the elderly had increased λ and increased maximum FM 

relative to the younger subjects (Kang and Dingwell 2008a).  When these subjects walked 

at slower speeds, they were more stable despite increased variability.  Given this study, it 

would seem logical that λ and FM would be correlated with each other.  However, this 

was not the case.  Dingwell and Kang (Dingwell and Kang 2007) found that subjects 

could be orbitally stable while also being locally unstable.  Another interesting finding of 

these studies was that although the preferred walking speed of the elderly and young 

subjects were similar, the elderly subjects still demonstrated decreased stability and more 

cautious gait characteristics relative to the younger subjects, indicating that age 

influenced stability. 

It is important to note that the observed relationships in these aforementioned 

studies were attributed to the changes in speed and age.  We still do not know what the 

relationship between SW, SL and stability is when the only variables involved are 

voluntary changes in gait characteristics, specifically SW and SL, themselves.  In Aim #2 

of this dissertation, I determined exactly that.  Participants voluntarily changed SL and 

SW, and I determined how their stability responded. 
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These nonlinear approaches to estimating stability do have some drawbacks.  

Hobbelen and Wisse, for example, indicated that one drawback to FM calculations is that 

the perturbation applied in the calculations is applied to the whole state space of a system 

(Hobbelen and Wisse 2007).  They proposed that this required a new measure of 

disturbance rejection called the Gait Sensitivity Norm which was based on real 

perturbations of relevant characteristics.  They were, however, applying these 

calculations to models and a robot and had yet to apply them to people.  We know, for 

example, that elderly (Kang and Dingwell 2008a) have decreased orbital stability relative 

to young healthy people.  We have yet to show whether the “perturbation” might also be 

a voluntary gait manipulation or an externally, continuously applied perturbation to an 

individual’s gait pattern. 

Another drawback is that both the orbital and local stability calculations require 

long data sets of over 100 or more strides.  To obtain this, subjects will frequently have to 

walk for 3 or more minutes, which is simply not feasible in some clinical populations.  

Related to this is issue that these methods average over these 100+ strides to obtain the 

stability estimates.  This gives us an estimate of the stability of an individual over an 

entire trial or over many strides, which is certainly useful.  However, it does not 

illuminate step-to-step stability, which is likely important in understanding motion 

control.  To obtain information about step-to-step stability, we can employ an extension 

of the inverted pendulum model of walking.     
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DYNAMIC STABILITY USING AN INVERTED PENDULUM MODEL OF WALKING 
According to the simple inverted pendulum model of a human during static 

standing, stability is achieved when the vertical projection of the center of mass (COM) is 

within the base of support (BOS).  Pai and Patton extended this model to account for 

COM velocity during standing (Pai and Patton 1997). However, their model still did not 

address COM movement during walking. 

Hof et al. (2005) proposed an extension of the simple pendulum model for 

dynamic situations, which accounted for the velocity of the COM.  In this extension, the 

vertical COM projection plus its velocity divided by the eigenfrequency of the pendulum 

(ω0), also known as the extrapolated center of mass (XcoM), must be within the BOS.  

The XcoM is defined as: 

0ω
xx
&

+=XcoM  

where x  is the COM position, x&  is the COM velocity and ω0 is 

l
g

=0ω  

where l is the pendulum length, or in this case, leg length.  The dynamic margin of 

stability (MOS) and is defined as: 

BOSXcoMMOS −=  

A related interpretation of MOS that Hof et al. propose is in terms of momentum 

and the minimum impulse needed to move the XcoM to the edge of the BOS.  The 

minimum impulse (I) is defined as: 

MOSmI ** 0ω=  
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This is essentially MOS multiplied by a constant if a constant leg length is assumed.  

Such an assumption might be useful if one is examining MOS at one specific point in the 

gait cycle only.  It is important to note that the impulse, as well as the MOS calculation, 

assumes that the system (i.e. person) is passively dynamic.  It does not account for 

muscle activity which may occur generally during walking or during a perturbation and 

which may enable one to keep his or her XcoM within the BOS.   

 The XcoM approach to quantifying dynamic stability has the advantage of being 

instantaneous.  We can examine stability at every point in a single gait cycle or between 

steps at a given point between gait cycles.  MOS are commonly calculated at heelstrike 

because this is generally the least stable point in the gait cycle.  Comparing stability of 

individual steps can yield information concerning step-to-step control of stability as well 

if, for example, unstable steps are corrected (or immediately followed) by stable steps. 

MANIPULATING HUMAN GAIT 
All of the studies discussed thus far were conducted during unperturbed walking.  

We now need to know how these fall risk and stability measures respond during 

perturbed walking or gait manipulations which may be associated with increased or 

decreased fall risk.  Modeling results may yield some potential insights and have the 

advantage of not potentially causing harm to people.  Su and Dingwell, for example, used 

a passive dynamic walking model to examine the passive dynamics of walking down a 

bumpy slope (Su and Dingwell 2007).  They observed no changes in orbital stability as 

the model walked on increasingly bumpy surfaces.  Meanwhile, the model’s variability 

increased exponentially and local stability increased linearly.  MOS were not examined.  
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There are two important conclusions from these results.  First, the model, like humans 

walking unperturbed, could remain orbitally stable while also being locally unstable.  

Second, Floquet multipliers, which again quantify orbital stability, may simply not be 

sensitive enough to detect changes in stability as long as the walker is still upright.  The 

latter conclusion, however, had not yet been validated, though is tangentially addressed in 

Aim #1 of this dissertation. 

There are two main ways to experimentally manipulate human gait.  The first way 

is to apply some form of involuntary perturbation, external to the person.  We could 

apply acute perturbations, for example, which could take the form of slippery or uneven 

surfaces on which to walk, being tripped or pushed.  The studies in this dissertation, 

however, take a different approach.  In Aims 1 and 3, I focused on responses to 

continuous perturbations, specifically through dynamic visual or physical stimulation in a 

virtual reality (VR) environment and observe how individuals’ gait characteristics and 

dynamic stability responded.   

Application of visual and physical perturbations in VR environments particularly 

has yielded important results concerning control of motion during perturbations.  For 

example, Warren and colleagues exposed subjects to oscillating visual displays and found 

that people were more likely to respond to perturbations in the mediolateral (ML) 

direction than in the anterior-posterior (AP) direction (Warren et al. 1996).  In addition, 

subjects’ responses to the perturbations in the ML direction were greater than in the AP 

direction, thus indicating that directional perturbations cause direction-specific responses 

and may cause a direction-specific change in stability.  They further showed that visual 
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information involving both focusing on a target as well as optic flow contributed to visual 

control of locomotion in varying environments (Warren et al. 2001).  Together these 

studies emphasize the importance of studying both visually and physically perturbing 

environments.  More recently, O’Connor and Kuo (2009) demonstrated that during 

walking step variability was more sensitive to ML perturbations than to AP perturbations 

and suggested postural balance needs continuous, integrative control particularly in the 

lateral direction.  Other studies have shown that visual perturbations in VR environments 

induce changes in gait parameters such as stride length, step width and variability of 

stride velocity and step width (Hollman et al. 2006) and ground reaction forces (Hollman 

et al. 2007).   

Continuous physical perturbations have also been applied.  Brady et al. (2009) 

physically perturbed subjects by having them walk on a treadmill that was mounted to a 

sinusoidally oscillating platform.  They found that subjects responded to the moving 

surface by fixing themselves in space and allowing the treadmill to move beneath them or 

by moving with the treadmill.  They exhibited both increased step width and increased 

step width variability, both of which remained elevated for the duration of the 20-minute 

exposure to the perturbations.  Physical perturbations might also manifest as changes in 

walking surface type (MacLellan and Patla 2006a; b; Moraes et al. 2007; Bierbaum et al. 

2010; Rosenblatt and Grabiner 2010; Gates et al. In preparation; Curtze et al. In Press). 

While no subjects fell during the perturbations in the above studies, the changes in 

gait characteristics the researchers observed were consistent with gait patterns associated 

with increased risk of falling.  It is important to note that these gait patterns were in 
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response to the perturbations, reactively or proactively.  We do not know how voluntarily 

adopting these gait characteristics might affect fall risk indicators or stability. 

This leads to the second way to manipulate human gait, which is to ask people to 

voluntarily adopt specific gait characteristics, and is the focus of Aims 2 and 4.  During 

gait rehabilitation or training, patients may be asked to adopt certain changes to their gait 

pattern, believed to help improve their stability.  They may be asked to walk with wider 

steps, for example.  However, as we have already seen, adoption of these gait 

characteristics during an actual destabilizing event may not actually increase individuals’ 

stability.  We do not know how adopting altered gait characteristics in the short-term will 

increase or decrease an individual’s fall risk or stability. 

Considering the gait manipulations presented here, there are two questions which 

need to be addressed.  First, how do human gait variability and dynamic stability respond 

to unpredicatable, continuous, external perturbations?  And second, how does voluntarily 

adopting certain gait patterns affect human gait variability and dynamic stability? 

DISSERTATION AIMS 
In this dissertation, my goal was to determine how human variability and stability 

during walking was affected (1) by unpredictable, continuous, external perturbations and 

(2) by voluntary manipulations of gait characteristics, specifically step width and step 

length.  The four Aims that follow specifically address these goals.   
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Aim #1:  Determine how continuous, pseudo-random perturbations influence 
variability and dynamic stability of human walking. 

Continuous perturbations of both the visual scene and physical environment have 

been studied during walking.  However, these perturbations have tended to consist of a 

single sinusoidal signal, which has the potential for subjects to predict and possibly 

entrain to.  There is additional need for understanding unpredictable perturbations of both 

the visual scene and walking support surface.  In Aim #1, I exposed people to continuous, 

pseudo-random perturbations of the visual scene and support surface during walking in a 

Computer Assisted Rehabilitation ENvironment (CAREN) system.  The perturbations 

were applied in the mediolateral (ML) and anterior-posterior (AP) directions in both the 

visual scene and support surface.  The hypotheses addressed in this Aim were: 

Hypothesis 1A:  Subjects will exhibit greater variability when they walk during 

perturbation conditions. 

Hypothesis 1B:  Subjects will exhibit greater variability during the ML 

perturbations than during the AP perturbations. 

Hypothesis 2A:  Subjects will exhibit greater instability when walking during 

perturbation conditions.   

Hypothesis 2B:  Subjects will exhibit greater instability during the ML 

perturbations than during the AP perturbations. 

The analysis for Hypothesis 1 is found in Chapter 1 and was published in the 

Journal of Biomechanics (McAndrew et al. 2010).  The analysis for Hypothesis 2 is 

found in Chapter 2 and has also been published in the Journal of Biomechanics 

(McAndrew et al. 2011). 
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Aim #2:  Determine how voluntary changes in step width and step length influence 
dynamic stability of human walking. 

Adaptations associated with fall risk during walking include increased step width 

and decreased step length, though we do not know if these gait patterns are proactive or 

reactive to a perturbation.  Additionally, these gait parameters have not been directly 

manipulated to determine their individual effect on dynamic stability.  We do not know 

how changes in gait characteristics, independent of “threat” of falling, affect stability.  In 

Aim #2, I had individuals voluntarily adopt different step lengths and widths and 

examined how their gait variability and dynamic stability were affected.  The hypotheses 

for Aim #2 were: 

Hypothesis 3:  Subjects will be more stable when they walk with shorter steps 

than with longer steps. 

Hypothesis 4:  Subjects will be more stable when they walk with wider steps than 

with narrower steps.   

Hypothesis 5:  At a constant speed, step length and step width variability will be 

significantly greater when walking with shorter, longer, wider or 

narrower steps than when walking normally.  

The results from this study are addressed in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.  This 

chapter is currently in review for publication in Gait & Posture (McAndrew Young and 

Dingwell In review). 
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Aim #3:  Determine how continuous, external perturbations influence instantaneous 
step stability during human walking. 

In Aim #1, I determined how small amplitude pseudo-random oscillations of the 

visual scene or support surface influenced the variability and dynamic stability of human 

walking using nonlinear techniques.  While the stability measures used in that Aim 

provided estimates of human stability during perturbed walking, they did not yield 

information about how stability, or control of stability, may have varied step-to-step.  In 

Aim #3, I quantified the changes in step-to-step stability and control exhibited while 

undergoing external, pseudorandom perturbations during walking.  The analysis was 

performed on the data collected for Aim #1.  The hypotheses for Aim #3 were:  

Hypothesis 6A:  Subjects will have smaller MOS and therefore require smaller 

impulses to cause imbalance when walking during ML 

perturbations than during normal, unperturbed walking. 

Hypothesis 6B:  Subjects will have smaller MOS and therefore require smaller 

impulses to cause imbalance when walking during AP 

perturbations than during normal, unperturbed walking. 

Hypothesis 7:  Step-to-step variability of the MOS will be greater during 

perturbation conditions than during unperturbed walking. 

 The results from Aim #3 are addressed in Chapter 4 of this dissertation. 

Aim #4:  Determine how voluntary changes in step width and step length influence 
instantaneous step stability during human walking. 

The voluntary gait changes adopted in Aim #2 directly influenced individuals’ 

step-to-step stability by changing the dimensions of the individuals’ base of support 
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(BOS) at each step.  In Aim #4, I quantified how voluntary changes in gait characteristics 

influenced individuals’ instantaneous stability and step-to-step control.  This analysis was 

performed on the data collected for Aim #2.  The hypotheses for this Aim were: 

Hypothesis 8A:  On average, subjects will have smaller MOS and therefore 

require smaller impulses to cause imbalance when walking with 

wider steps than with normal or narrower steps. 

Hypothesis 8B:  On average, subjects will have smaller MOS and therefore 

require smaller impulses to cause imbalance when walking with 

shorter than with normal or longer steps. 

Hypothesis 9:  Step-to-step variability of the MOS will be greater during the gait 

manipulation conditions than during normal walking. 

The results for Aim #4 are found in Chapter 5 of this dissertation. 
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Chapter 1:  Walking variability during continuous pseudo-random 
oscillations of the support surface and visual field 

SUMMARY 
Walking on uneven surfaces or while undergoing perturbations has been 

associated with increased gait variability in both modeling and human studies.  Previous 

gait research involving continuous perturbations has focused on sinusoidal oscillations, 

which can result in individuals predicting the perturbation and/or entraining to it.  

Therefore, we examined the effects of continuous, pseudo-random support surface and 

visual field oscillations on 12 healthy, young participants.  Participants walked in a 

virtual reality environment under no perturbation (NOP), anterior-posterior (AP) walking 

surface and visual oscillation and mediolateral (ML) walking surface and visual 

oscillation conditions.  Participants exhibited shorter (p ≤ 0.005), wider (p < 0.001) and 

faster (p < 0.001) steps relative to NOP during ML perturbations and shorter (p ≤ 0.005) 

and wider (p < 0.001) steps during AP perturbations.  Step length variability and step 

width variability both increased relative to NOP during all perturbation conditions (p < 

0.001) but exhibited greater increases for the ML perturbations (p < 0.001).  Participants 

exhibited greater trunk position variability and trunk velocity variability in the ML 

direction than in the AP direction during ML perturbations relative to NOP (p < 0.001).  

Significantly greater variability in the ML direction indicates that to maintain stability, 

participants needed to exert greater control in the ML direction.  This observation is 

consistent with prior modeling predictions. The large and consistent responses observed 
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during ML visual and walking surface perturbations suggest potential for application 

during gait training and patient assessment. 

INTRODUCTION 
In daily life, people are exposed to many challenges to walking stability including 

cracks in the sidewalk, slippery surfaces, uneven terrain, etc.  These situations sometimes 

lead to unintentional falls, which are the leading cause of non-fatal injury in the US for 

those aged 25 and older (www.cdc.gov).  More consistently, however, these situations 

lead to increased variability in various gait characteristics.  This increased gait variability 

might reflect an increased risk of falling (Maki 1997; DeMott et al. 2007).  Alternatively, 

however, increased variability might instead result directly from the perturbations 

themselves and/or reflect appropriate responses to perturbations.  What is needed is a 

more clear understanding of how different specific types of perturbation environments 

affect gait and gait variability. 

The effects of continuous perturbations on gait have been studied using both 

visual and physical oscillations.  Virtual reality (VR) technology provides a safe 

environment in which to apply both visual and physical perturbations of repeatable and 

varying magnitude.  Manipulating visual field information such as the complexity of the 

VR scene, the tilt angle of the visual projection and optical flow can all cause individuals 

to walk with shorter and wider steps and with increased stride velocity and step width 

variability (Hollman et al. 2006; Nyberg et al. 2006; Hollman et al. 2007; Lamontagne et 

al. 2007).  Sinusoidally oscillating visual scenes produce anisotropic changes (i.e., 

changes of different magnitude in different directions) in gait characteristics (Warren et 
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al. 1996; O'Connor and Kuo 2009).  However, sinusoidal oscillations might not increase 

gait variability because individuals can predict them and therefore entrain to them 

(Warren et al. 1996).  No studies have yet examined how continuous, but upredictable 

(e.g. pseudo-random) visual field oscillations affect human walking. 

In general, physically perturbing individuals by translating the support surface on 

which they stand results in increased body displacement (Horak et al. 1994; Pyykko et al. 

1995; Henry et al. 1998).  The effects of continuous, sinusoidally oscillating surface 

translations on human walking were examined with a static scene and induced increased 

step width variability (Brady et al. 2009).  No studies have yet examined how 

unpredictable support surface perturbations affect how individuals ambulate in virtual 

environments with speed appropriate optical flow.   

The present study examined the magnitude and direction of changes in gait 

parameters in response to continuous pseudo-random oscillations of the visual scene and 

support surface in a virtual environment with speed appropriate optical flow.  Our goal 

was to determine how humans responded to unpredictable (pseudo-random), continuous 

perturbations.  We hypothesized that participants would: 1) exhibit greater variability 

when ambulating with continuous, small magnitude pseudo-random perturbations than 

without and 2) exhibit greater increases in variability with ML than with AP 

perturbations.   

METHODS 
Twelve healthy young adults (Table 1.1) participated.  Participants were active 

duty U.S. Service members and were required to have no prohibitive impairments in 
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order to hold this status.  In addition, participants were required to have no history of 

lower extremity injury, surgery or any neurological condition which could affect their 

gait.  This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Brooke Army 

Medical Center, Ft. Sam Houston, TX, and all participants provided written, informed 

consent prior to participation.   

Table 1.1.  Subject characteristics. 

Subject Characteristics (n = 12) 

Age (yrs) 29 ± 7.5 

Sex (female/male) 5/7 

Height (m) 1.72 ± 0.1 

Leg Length (m) 0.92 ± 0.04 

Body Mass (kg) 72.0 ± 7.5 

 

All participants walked in a Computer Assisted Rehabilitation ENvironment 

(CAREN) system (Motek, Amsterdam, Netherlands; Fig. 1.1).  The CAREN system 

consists of a 7m-diameter dome with a virtual environment projected 300o around the 

subject, from 40o below eye level to 60o above eye level on the inside of the dome.  In the 

bottom of the dome is a 2m x 3m instrumented treadmill embedded in a 4m-diameter 

platform capable of motion with six degrees-of-freedom.  Also mounted on the platform, 

out of the subject’s field of view, is a metal frame to which the subject’s safety harness is 

attached.  A 24-camera motion capture system (VICON Peak, Oxford, UK) is mounted 

inside the dome. 
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Participants completed a 5 minute warm-up followed by five 3-min trials of 

unperturbed walking (NOP) and then five 3-min trials under each of the following test 

conditions:  1) anterior-posterior platform (APP) and 2) visual field (APV) translations, 

3) mediolateral platform (MLP) and 4) visual field (MLV) translations.  Rest breaks were 

provided between conditions.  The order of presentation for all perturbation conditions 

was randomized for each individual and balanced across participants to account for 

potential learning effects.   

During all conditions, participants walked at constant, normalized, speed 

lgFrvw ⋅⋅= , where Fr is the Froude number, which was 0.40 for this study, g = 9.8 

m/s2 and l is leg length in meters.  During NOP trials, participants walked at constant 

speed with normal visual optic flow and no support surface perturbations.  In the MLP 

and APP conditions, the platform translated pseudo-randomly in the ML and AP 

directions, respectively, while the subject progressed through the virtual environment at 

vw.  During the MLV and APV conditions, pseudo-random oscillations of the visual field 

were superimposed on top of the constant average flow field velocity vw, and the platform 

remained stationary.  For the ML perturbation, instead of a purely ML oscillation, there 

was a small element of rotation such that the center of the path was fixed on the horizon 

directly in front of the subject but the center of the path “closer” to the subject moved 

mediolaterally. 
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The VR scene used in the CAREN system depicted a path through a forest with 

mountains in the background (Fig. 1.1).  The path was lined on both sides with 2.4 m tall 

white posts spaced every 3m to increase motion parallax (Bardy et al. 1996). 

Pseudo-random oscillations were pre-programmed from: 

( ) [
])249.0sin(5.0)224.0sin(4.1

...)221.0sin(8.0)216.0sin(0.1
tt

ttAtD
ππ

ππ
⋅⋅+⋅⋅+

+⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅=

     (1.1) 

where D(t) was the translation distance (m), A was a scaling factor and t was time (sec).  

The four frequencies (0.16, 0.21, 0.24 and 0.49 Hz) in (1.1) were selected because they 

are within the range of frequencies which have been previously studied in human gait 

(Bardy et al. 1996; Warren et al. 1996; Kay and Warren 2001; O'Connor and Kuo 2009).  

The platform and visual oscillations were scaled with A = 0.05 and A = 0.50, 

respectively.  These values were chosen so that participants would exhibit visibly 

noticeable responses to all perturbations, but would not walk off the edge of the treadmill 

or fall during the experiment. 

Kinematic data were collected at 60Hz using a 24-camera infrared motion capture 

system (Vicon Motion Systems, Oxford, UK).  Each subject wore 22 reflective markers.  

Four were placed on the head (right and left sides, front and back) and four markers were 

placed on each foot (first and fifth metatarsal heads, the lateral heel and the heel).  Ten 

additional markers were placed on the right and left acromium processes, the C7 and T8 

vertebrae, sternum, xyphoid process, right and left posterior superior iliac spine (PSIS), 

and right and left anterior superior iliac spine (ASIS).   
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Figure 1.1.  Schematic (A), photograph (B) and scene (C) of the CAREN system 
(Motek). 

All data reduction and analyses were performed using MatLab (Mathworks 

R2008a).  Responses to perturbations were quantified by spectral analysis and kinematic 

variability.  Individual strides were defined by consecutive heel strikes of the ipsilateral 

foot, as determined from the marker trajectory data.   

The C7 vertebral marker was used to quantify the three-dimensional movement of 

the trunk (Dingwell and Marin 2006).  Therefore, spectral analysis was performed on 

unfiltered C7 marker position data.  Maximum power spectral density (MPSD) at each of 
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the 4 perturbation frequencies (Eq. 1.1) was determined and MPSD were compared using 

two-factor (subject x condition) analysis of variance (ANOVA). 

Step length (SL) was calculated as the distance between the heel markers in the 

AP direction at heel strike.  Step width (SW) was calculated as the lateral distance 

between the two heel markers at heel strike.  Stride time (ST) was the amount of time 

between consecutive heel strikes of the same foot.  Means and standard deviations of SL, 

SW and ST, respectively, were then calculated for each trial for each condition for each 

subject.   

To quantify overall variability of participants’ movement on the treadmill relative 

to a stationary reference frame, we calculated mean standard deviation (MeanSD) of the 

C7 marker position for each trial.  Because MeanSD of position exhibits nonstationarities 

(i.e. “drift”) associated with the subject’s displacement on the treadmill (Dingwell and 

Marin 2006), we also calculated MeanSD of C7 marker velocities to quantify cycle-to-

cycle movement variability.  Marker velocity was calculated as the first derivative of the 

marker position using a 3-point difference formula. 

Two-factor (subject x condition) repeated measures analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) were used to test for statistically significant differences of gait parameters, 

gait variability and C7 position and velocity variability between NOP and the four 

experimental conditions.  Tukey post-hoc analyses were then used to assess differences 

between specific conditions.  Results were considered statistically significant if p < 0.05.  

All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL). 
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RESULTS 
There was an increase in power spectral density (PSD) at the four frequencies of 

the pseudo-random oscillation signal (Eq. 1.1) in each of the experimental conditions 

relative to NOP, indicating that participants’ movements were being affected by the 

perturbations.  The greatest increases in PSD corresponded to the perturbation direction 

(Fig. 1.2).  For example, PSD in the ML direction at f = 0.16 Hz was significantly greater 

for the MLP (p <0.001) and MLV (p<0.001) perturbations than for the APP (p = 0.810) 

and APV (p = 0.388) perturbations relative to NOP (Fig. 1.2).  All experimental 

conditions demonstrated greater PSD than NOP in the AP direction for f = 0.16 Hz (Fig. 

1.2d).  However, APP had greater PSD than MLP (p < 0.001) and APV had greater PSD 

than MLV (p < 0.001), indicating that for f = 0.16 Hz participants exhibited direction-

specific responses to the perturbation inputs. 
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Figure 1.2.  Representative C7 power spectral densities (PSD) in the ML (a) and AP (b) 
directions in response to the MLV perturbations.  Arrows indicate the four 
frequencies comprising the perturbation signal (Eq. 4.1).  (c) Natural log of 
the power spectral density (Ln PSD) at f = 0.16 Hz for C7 movements in the 
mediolateral (ML) direction for all test conditions.  ML C7 movements 
exhibited the greatest spectral power in response to ML perturbation 
conditions. (d) Ln PSD at f = 0.16 Hz for C7 movements in the anterior-
posterior (AP) direction for all test conditions.  AP C7 movements exhibited 
the greatest spectral power in response to AP perturbation conditions.  Error 
bars indicate between-subject ± SD.  Stars (*) indicate statistically 
significant differences from NOP (p < 0.05). 

Participants took significantly shorter (p ≤ 0.005) and wider (p < 0.001; Fig. 1.3) 

steps during all perturbation conditions relative to NOP.  Participants also took shorter (p 
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< 0.001) and wider (p < 0.001) steps during ML perturbations than during AP 

perturbations (Fig. 1.3).  Stride times during AP perturbations were not statistically 

different from NOP (p = 0.288 and 0.444, for APP and APV, respectively; Fig. 1.3) 

whereas stride times were significantly shorter during MLP and MLV relative to NOP (p 

< 0.001).   
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Figure 1.3.  Mean ± 1 SD step length (a), step width (b) and stride time (c) for all 
experimental conditions.  Stars (*) indicate statistically significant 
differences from NOP (p < 0.05). 

Participants exhibited greater variability in SL and SW for all perturbation 

conditions relative to NOP (p < 0.001; Fig. 1.4), and greater SW variability for ML 

perturbations relative to AP perturbations (p < 0.001).  SL variability was not 

significantly different between the APP and MLP conditions (p = 0.961) but was 

significantly greater during MLV relative to APV (p < 0.001).  ST variability was not 
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statistically different between APP and MLP (p = 0.115) or between APP (p = 0.113) and 

MLP (p = 1.000) and NOP. ST variability was not statistically different between APV 

and NOP (p = 0.176), but it was statistically greater between MLV and NOP (p < 0.001; 

Fig. 1.4).   
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Figure 1.4.  Within-subject variability of step length (a), step width (b) and stride time (c) 
for all experimental conditions.  Error bars indicate between-subject ± 1 SD.  
Stars (*) indicate statistically significant differences from NOP (p < 0.05). 

ML perturbations induced statistically greater MeanSD for both position and 

velocity in the ML direction relative to NOP (p < 0.001; Fig. 1.5A and C).  APP and 

APV position variability in the ML direction was not statistically different from NOP (p 

= 1.000 and p = 0.998, respectively).  Similarly, velocity variability in the ML direction 

was not statistically different for APP or APV perturbations relative to NOP (p = 0.078 

and 0.814, respectively).  The APP and MLP perturbations increased position variability 
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in the AP direction relative to NOP (p < 0.001) but APV and MLV perturbations did not 

(p = 0.570 and 0.994, respectively).  Position variability in the AP direction was 

statistically greater during APP than MLP (p = 0.001) but there was no significant 

different between the APV and MLV conditions (p = 0.815).  All experimental conditions 

induced greater velocity variability in the AP direction compared to NOP (p < 0.001).  

APP perturbations induced significantly greater velocity variability than MLP 

perturbations (p < 0.001), but there was no statistical difference between the APV and 

MLV conditions (p = 0.282).  
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Figure 1.5.  MeanSD of C7 marker position in the ML (a) and AP (b) directions for all 
test conditions.  MeanSD of C7 marker velocities in the ML (c) and AP (d) 
directions in response to all perturbation conditions.  Note that although 
participants were exposed to perturbations in only one direction at a time 
(i.e. either ML or AP), their responses were quantified in both (ML and AP) 
directions for all perturbation conditions.  Symbols are the same as Fig. 4.3. 
Error bars indicate between-subject ± 1 SD.  Stars (*) indicate statistically 
significant differences from NOP (p < 0.05).  

DISCUSSION 
Our results confirmed our hypotheses that individuals would 1) exhibit greater 

variability when walking during continuous, pseudo-random oscillations of the support 

surface or visual environment and 2) be more sensitive to ML than to AP perturbations.  
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Responses were anisotropic (Fig. 1.2).  Participants took shorter, wider and faster steps 

during the ML than the AP and NOP perturbation conditions (Fig. 1.3).  Collectively, our 

results indicate that individuals’ gait was affected by the applied perturbations and that 

the perturbations affected step variability.  

Participants were indeed affected by all four frequencies of the perturbation signal 

(Fig. 1.2).  The perturbation frequencies exhibited greater spectral power in the same 

direction in which perturbations were applied.  Thus, subject responses were direction-

specific.  Therefore, to challenge how someone is walking, we should apply perturbations 

in the direction in which change is desired.  Anecdotally, participants perceived that the 

MLV condition provided the most challenging environment in which to walk followed by 

the MLP condition, whereas APV was the least challenging.  Another surprising finding 

was that all perturbations significantly affected C7 motion in the AP direction but only 

ML perturbations significantly affected motion in the ML direction (Fig. 1.2).  Because 

humans tend to be more unstable in the ML than the AP direction (Bauby and Kuo 2000; 

Donelan et al. 2004; Dean et al. 2007; O'Connor and Kuo 2009), we anticipated that any 

perturbation would have affected ML motion, but this was not the case. 

On average, participants took shorter, wider and faster steps during all 

experimental conditions (Fig. 1.3).  More noteworthy, however, is the increase in 

variability of these parameters relative to NOP (Fig. 1.4).  Participants were unable to 

consistently respond to these perturbations using their normal (unperturbed) walking 

strategy.  Instead, they had to change their average walking strategies in both the AP and 

ML directions, although more so in the ML direction.   
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Increases in gait variability might be caused by either proper or improper 

responses to perturbations, or possibly a combination of both.  Increased variability that 

is caused by a proper response to perturbations would be “good.”  Conversely, increased 

variability that is due to improper responses to perturbations would be “bad,” or 

detrimental.  Given the perturbations applied here, observing no change in variability 

would probably have been a “bad” response.  Applying the present experimental 

paradigm in patient populations would require determining what constitutes “good” and 

“bad” responses for the specific population, or individual, so that we could determine if 

patients were or were not responding appropriately to the perturbations. 

A subject’s risk of falling would increase if their motion changed such that it 

would take a smaller additional perturbation to induce an actual stumble or fall.  

Participants in the present study tended to lurch, stumble and quicken their steps more 

during perturbation trials than during NOP trials.  This suggests that their actual risk of 

falling was likely increased during these perturbation trials.  These observations are 

consistent with the previous modeling work of Su and Dingwell (2007), which showed 

that although the biped model never fell, increased variability and short-term local 

instability predicted the model’s increased risk of falling.  

Individuals generally responded more to ML perturbations and more in the ML 

direction regardless of perturbation (AP or ML) applied.  Kuo and colleagues showed that 

a dynamic walking model was passively unstable in the ML direction and that this 

instability must be actively controlled (Kuo 1999; Bauby and Kuo 2000).  The increased 

movement in the ML direction during walking, particularly during perturbed walking, 
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Figs. 1.2 and 1.5 in this study are consistent with Kuo’s results (1999) and imply that 

participants exerted greater control over their ML motions.  Additionally, increases in 

SW and SW variability during ML perturbations (Fig. 1.3 and 1.4) are supported by 

findings that ML foot placement (step width) partially stabilized ML body motion in 

human walking (Donelan et al. 2004).  Although in the present experiments the increases 

in SW and SW variability in response to the AP perturbations were more subtle, they are 

also supported by Kuo (1999), which indicated that models had greater responses to 

perturbations in the ML compared to the AP direction. 

One possible reason participants respond more to ML perturbations in VR is the 

relative velocity affect.  This occurs because the AP perturbations are added to vw in the 

AP direction, whereas the ML perturbations are added to zero constant velocity in the 

ML direction.  Weber’s law indicates that individuals will have more difficulty detecting 

visual oscillations that are superimposed on vw (Nakayama 1981).  Warren et al. (1996) 

tested this affect by removing the constant base velocity from visual (sinusoidal) 

oscillations and found that base velocity influenced AP and ML responses equally.  Thus, 

superimposition of oscillations on a base velocity, as occurred during our AP 

perturbations, would likely not have influenced our results. 

Brady et al (2009) also subjected individuals to sinusoidal lateral oscillations of 

the treadmill on which they were walking.  Those individuals “settled into a comfortable 

and repeatable walking pattern” within 5 minutes of beginning the trial (Brady et al. 

2009).  SW magnitudes remained relatively unchanged and participants also timed their 

steps to occur at approximately the same phase of the applied oscillation.  This indicates 
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relatively strong entrainment to these sinusoidal oscillations.  In our study, the 

unpredictable, pseudo-random nature of the applied oscillations prevented any such 

entrainment.  However, in spite of entrainment, Brady et al. (Brady et al. 2009) also 

reported that their participants continued to exhibit increases in both SW and SW 

variability, similar to our findings (Figs. 1.3 and 1.4).  Thus, participants in both studies 

appear to have exhibited more “cautious” gait characteristics in response to very different 

types of support surface perturbations. 

Our SW variability results are consistent with those of O’Connor and Kuo (2009), 

where SW variability was also greatest for ML perturbations.  However, we also 

observed greater SL variability for ML perturbations, while O’Connor and Kuo found 

that SL variability did not change significantly with perturbation direction.  However, 

their study used sinusoidal oscillations.  Thus participants likely entrained to the motion 

of the perturbation signal, which may have decreased changes in variability.  Second, the 

treadmill in our study (2m wide by 3m long) was much larger than that used in their 

study (1.1m wide by 1.9m long) (Collins et al. 2009; O'Connor and Kuo 2009).  This 

provided our participants a much greater space in which to step without stepping off the 

treadmill belt.  Third, the VR scene in our study was significantly larger and farther away 

from the subject.  A closer, smaller screen may have influenced how individuals moved 

anterior-posteriorly, thus affecting their step length and step length variability differently. 

Direct comparisons between visual and platform perturbations from this study 

need to be made with some caution.  Equation 1.1 was scaled to induce noticeable 

responses to oscillations in the platform and visual field but to not cause our healthy, 
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uninjured adults to fall.  To ensure all participants responded to all perturbations, the 

scaling factor was set one order of magnitude greater for visual perturbations (A = 0.50) 

than for platform perturbations (A = 0.05).  Therefore, we cannot directly compare the 

results obtained from these visual and platform perturbations.  However, the mere fact 

that we had to increase the scaling factor one order of magnitude in order to obtain 

noticeable responses for the visual perturbations demonstrates that, in general participants 

were more sensitive to the platform perturbations than to the visual perturbations.   

Further research is still needed before applying continuous pseudo-random 

perturbations to clinical gait training programs.  Appropriate scaling factors for different 

types of oscillations for different patient populations (and quite possibly individual 

patients) need to be determined as do the best methods for affecting AP movements.  

However, the present study demonstrates that both visual and platform perturbations can 

successfully challenge and elicit consistent ML responses from individuals, which may 

be more important for decreasing fall risk during walking. 
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Chapter 2:  Dynamic stability of human walking in visually and 
mechanically destabilizing environments 

SUMMARY 
Understanding how humans remain stable during challenging locomotor activities is 

critical to developing effective tests to diagnose patients with increased fall risk.  This 

study determined if different continuous low-amplitude perturbations would induce 

specific measureable changes in measures of dynamic stability during walking. We 

applied continuous pseudo-random oscillations of either the visual scene or support 

surface in either the anterior-posterior or mediolateral directions to subjects walking in a 

virtual environment with speed-matched optic flow.  Floquet multipliers and short-term 

local divergence exponents both increased (indicating greater instability) during 

perturbed walking.  These responses were generally much stronger for body movements 

occurring in the same directions as the applied perturbations.  Likewise, subjects were 

more sensitive to both visual and mechanical perturbations applied in the mediolateral 

direction than to those applied in the anterior-posterior direction, consistent with previous 

experiments and theoretical predictions.  These responses were likewise consistent with 

subjects’ anecdotal perceptions of which perturbation conditions were most challenging.  

Contrary to the Floquet multipliers and short-term local divergence exponents, which 

both increased, long-term local divergence exponenets decreased during perturbed 

walking.  However, this was consistent with specific changes in the mean log divergence 

curves which indicated that subjects’ movements reached their maximum local 

divergence limits more quickly during perturbed walking.  Overall, the Floquet 
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multipliers were less sensitive, but reflected greater specificity in their responses to the 

different perturbation conditions.  Conversely, the short-term local divergence exponents 

exhibited less specificity in their responses, but were more sensitive measures of 

instability in general. 

INTRODUCTION 
Our ability to remain stable while walking is challenged during many daily 

activities like walking on an uneven sidewalk, or stepping off a curb or over an obstacle.  

Clinically, some have measured gait variability as a possible indicator of stability.  

However, there is as yet no universally accepted measure to directly quantify stability in 

terms of how people respond to (either small or large) perturbations.  Techniques from 

nonlinear dynamics provide direct quantitative assessments of local dynamic stability and 

have demonstrated measurable differences between healthy young and elderly people 

(Granata and Lockhart 2008; Kang and Dingwell 2008a) and between patient populations 

and healthy individuals (Dingwell and Cusumano 2000; Dingwell et al. 2007; Yakhdani 

et al. 2010) during unperturbed walking. However, how these measures of stability 

change when people are subjected to external perturbations has not yet been determined. 

Floquet multipliers (FM) and local divergence exponents (LDE) have been used 

to assess orbital and local dynamic stability in humans during unperturbed walking 

(Donelan et al. 2004; Kang and Dingwell 2006b; Dingwell et al. 2008; Kang and 

Dingwell 2008a).  FM generally indicate that humans are orbitally stable (i.e. FM < 1) 

whereas LDE indicate that humans are locally unstable (LDE > 0) during unperturbed 

walking (Dingwell and Kang 2007).  However, it is not yet known to what extent either 
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measure can be appropriately used to assess gait.  First, human gait is neither strictly 

periodic (a requirement of FM calculations) nor strongly aperiodic (an assumption of 

LDE calculations).  Second, FM and LDE are strictly defined only for deterministic 

systems and all biological systems are inherently stochastic.  However, the finite-time 

modifications used to calculate FM and LDE do provide reasonable estimates of the 

stability human walking even in the presence of these limitations.  It is yet to be 

determined if these measures of stability can quantify changes in stability within a given 

individual, such as may be experienced with aging or when exposed to a challenging 

ambulatory environment. 

Virtual reality (VR) systems provide a safe environment in which to apply 

perturbations during human gait, but still allow for a variety of types of perturbations to 

be applied (e.g., visual or somatosensory, in particular directions, etc).  Changing aspects 

of the VR environment such as the angle of visual projection or optical flow speed can 

induce gait characteristics that are generally associated with more cautious walking, such 

as shorter and wider steps (Nyberg et al. 2006; Hollman et al. 2007; Lamontagne et al. 

2007).  These studies indicate the promise of using VR as a tool for studying changes in 

dynamic stability during perturbed gait.  Recently, O’Connor and Kuo (2009) exposed 

subjects to sinusoidal oscillations of the visual scene and found that subjects were more 

sensitive in the ML than the AP direction during walking.  Their study focused on 

changes in variability rather than direct measures of dynamic stability and left open the 

question of how stability measures change when exposed to similar perturbations during 

walking. 
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We recently exposed individuals to continuous pseudo-random oscillations of 

either the visual scene or support surface in a virtual environment with speed appropriate 

optical flow.  We knew these oscillations would make our subjects qualitatively more 

unstable.  This was confirmed by the fact that when our subjects were exposed to these 

perturbing environments, they exhibited “cautious” gait characteristics, like shorter wider 

steps, and they also exhibited increased movement variability (McAndrew et al. 2010).  

Our purpose here was to determine if these same qualitatively destabilizing oscillations 

could also evoke measureable changes in dynamic stability, as quantified by Floquet 

multipliers and local divergence exponents, during walking.  We hypothesized that 

participants would be: 1) more dynamically unstable when walking during continuous, 

pseudo-random perturbations than without and 2) more dynamically unstable during 

mediolateral (ML) than during anterior-posterior (AP) perturbations.  

METHODS 
A complete description of our experiment is given in McAndrew et al. (2010) 

(Chapter 1).  In brief, we collected data on 12 healthy young adults walking in a 

Computer Assisted Rehabilitation ENvironment (CAREN) system (Motek, Amsterdam, 

Netherlands).  While walking, participants were exposed to continuous, pseudorandom 

oscillations of the support surface or visual field.  The 5 experimental conditions 

consisted of unperturbed walking (NOP), anterior-posterior platform (APP) or visual 

(APV) oscillations, and mediolateral platform (MLP) or visual (MLV) oscillations.  The 

order in which each condition was presented was randomized across subjects to minimize 

potential learning effects.  Subjects walked at the same speed for all conditions.  
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Perturbations were applied as a pseudo-random sum of sines equation with 4 

incommensurate frequencies (0.16, 0.21, 0.24 and 0.49 Hz).  Subjects completed five 3-

minute walking trials for each experimental condition. 

A 24-camera Vicon motion capture system was used to collect kinematic data at 

60 Hz.  Subjects wore 22 reflective markers (McAndrew et al. 2010).  Four markers were 

placed on each foot, the head and pelvis.  The remaining 6 markers were placed on the 

acromium processes, the C7 and T8 vertebrae, the sternum, xyphoid process. 

Delay embedded state spaces (Gates and Dingwell 2009) were constructed for the 

AP, ML and vertical (VT) velocities of the C7 vertebral marker using the original data 

and their time delayed copies (Dingwell and Marin 2006): 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]ττ 1,,, −++= Edtvtvtvt KS    (2.1) 

where S(t) is the dE-dimensional state vector, v(t) is the original 1-dimensional data, τ is 

the time delay and dE is the embedding dimension.  Time delays were determined from 

the first minimum of the Average Mutual Information function (Fraser 1986), yielding 

average time lags of 15, 20 and 10 samples for the AP, ML and VT directions, 

respectively.  An embedding dimension of dE = 5 (Dingwell and Cusumano 2000) was 

used for all trials, such that ( ) 5ℜ∈tS .  For orbital stability analyses, C7 marker data from 

each entire trial were used to construct the state spaces.  For local stability analyses, 150 

continuous strides of data were re-sampled to 15,000 total data points, or approximately 

100 data points per stride (England and Granata 2007; Bruijn et al. 2009b) prior to being 

delay embedded.  
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Floquet multipliers (FM) estimated orbital stability of the system, based on well-

established techniques (Hurmuzlu and Basdogan 1994; Nayfeh and Balachandran 1995; 

Hurmuzlu et al. 1996; Kuo 1999; Donelan et al. 2004).  First, state spaces used to 

calculate FM (described above) were divided into individual strides and then each stride 

was time normalized to 101 samples, corresponding to 0 – 100% of the gait cycle 

(Dingwell and Kang 2007).  Poincaré maps were then defined for each percent of the gait 

cycle as 

( )kk SFS =+1       (2.2) 

where S is the state of the system at stride k at each given Poincaré section (i.e., at each % 

of the gait cycle).  Fixed points for each Poincaré map were defined from the average 

trajectory across all strides in a given trial, yielding:  

( )** SFS =       (2.3) 

The orbital stability of the system was then estimated from a linearized approximation of 

equation (2.2). 

[ ] ( )[ ]***1 SSSSS −≈−+ kk J     (2.4) 

Where for 5ℜ∈S , ( ) 55* ×ℜ∈SJ  is the Jacobian matrix for the system for each Poincaré 

section (percent of the gait cycle).  The first 4 eigenvalues of ( )*SJ  defined the FM 

which quantify how small perturbations grow or diminish for a given Poincaré section 

between one cycle and the next (Hurmuzlu and Basdogan 1994; Nayfeh and 

Balachandran 1995; Hurmuzlu et al. 1996; Kuo 1999; Donelan et al. 2004; Kang and 

Dingwell 2008a).  The last (i.e., 5th) eigenvalue of ( )*SJ  had a value of ~0 and was thus 
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spurious (Kang & Dingwell, 2008).  The magnitude of the maximum FM (maxFM) for 

each percent of the gait cycle was then calculated.  These maxFM were then averaged for 

each trial for statistical comparisons.  If maxFM < 1, perturbations on average shrink by 

the next cycle and the system is considered stable.  If maxFM > 1, perturbations on 

average grow by the next cycle and the system is considered unstable.   

Local dynamic stability was assessed by calculating local divergence exponents 

(LDE).  LDE quantify how neighboring trajectories in a state space evolve over time 

(Rosenstein et al. 1993; Dingwell and Cusumano 2000).  After finding the nearest 

neighbors, the average logarithmic separation (i.e., divergence) between neighbors is 

calculated. LDE are then calculated by using a least-square fit to estimate the slope of the 

mean log divergence (MLD) curve: 

( )[ ] ciid
t

iy j +=
∆

= ]λ[ ln 1)( *    (2.5) 

where dj is the Euclidean distance between the jth pair of nearest neighbors after i discrete 

time steps and 〈 〉 indicates the average over all j.  Short-term ( )*
Sλ  and long-term ( )*

Lλ  

LDE were calculated as the slope of y(i) vs. i between 0 and 1 strides and between 4 and 

10 strides, respectively (Kang and Dingwell 2008a).  Positive LDE indicate local 

instability.   

Max FM and LDE values were computed independently for C7 marker velocities 

in the AP, ML and vertical (VT) directions.  Two-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) 

(Condition x Subject) and Tukey post-hoc analyses were used to assess statistical 
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significance between conditions for maxFM, *
Sλ  and *

Lλ .  A p-value of 0.05 was 

considered significant. 

RESULTS 
Subjects’ C7 movements in the AP direction were orbitally more unstable during 

AP perturbations than during the NOP condition (p < 0.001; Fig. 2.1 Left).  There were 

no significant changes in orbital stability during the ML perturbations relative to NOP (p 

= 0.963 for MLP; p = 1.000 for MLV).  APP perturbations caused the greatest increases 

in maxFM relative to all other conditions (p < 0.001).  Subjects’ C7 movements in the 

ML direction were orbitally more unstable during the ML perturbations than during the 

NOP condition (p < 0.001; Fig. 2.1 Middle).  There were no significant changes in orbital 

stability during AP perturbations (p = 0.753 for APP; p = 0.104 for APV).  MLV 

perturbations caused the greatest increases in maxFM relative to all other conditions (p < 

0.001).  Subjects’ C7 movements in the VT direction were slightly but significantly more 

orbitally stable during all perturbation conditions than during NOP (APP, p = 0.032; 

APV, p = 0.009; MLP, MLV, p < 0.001; Fig. 2.1 Right).  Subjects were also more 

orbitally stable during MLP relative to APP (p < 0.001) and during MLV relative to APV 

(p < 0.001).  Overall, subjects exhibited orbitally stable (i.e., all maxFM < 1) C7 marker 

movements in all directions for all conditions. 
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Figure 2.1.  Floquet multipliers for each test condition for C7 marker movements in the 
AP, ML and VT directions.  Each “*” indicates a statistically significant 
difference from the NOP condition at p < 0.05.  Symbols are as follows: “×” 
indicates perturbations in the AP direction; “○” indicates perturbations in 
the ML direction and “■” indicates NOP. 

MLD curves for C7 movements in the ML direction generally shifted up and to 

the left for all perturbation conditions relative to NOP (Fig. 2.2).  Thus, the slopes of 

these plots between 0 and 1 strides tended to be steeper during perturbation trials.  

Between 4 and 10 strides, individual MLD curves became more variable and less 

“smooth” during the perturbation conditions relative to NOP.  On average, however, 

these MLD curves tended to be slightly flatter (i.e., lower slope) in this 4-10 stride 

region.  MLD curves for C7 movements in the AP and VT directions (not shown) showed 

similar trends. 
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Figure 2.2.  Average mean log divergence (MLD) curves for ML movements of the C7 
marker for all perturbation conditions.  In each sub-panel, squares (“□”) 
indicate the specified perturbed condition.  For comparison, circles (“○”) 
indicate the unperturbed (NOP) condition, which is the same in each panel.  
Error bars indicate between-subject ±1 standard deviations. 

For C7 movements in all 3 directions, subjects demonstrated decreased short-term 

local stability (increased  *
Sλ ) during all perturbation conditions relative to NOP (p < 

0.001; Fig. 2.3).  C7 movements in the AP and VT directions were more unstable during 

APP than the MLP perturbations (p < 0.001), whereas C7 movements in the ML direction 

were more unstable during MLP than APP perturbations (p < 0.001).  Subjects exhibited 
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greater *
Sλ  during MLV than APV (p < 0.001) for C7 movements in all 3 directions.  For 

C7 movements in both the AP and VT directions, subjects exhibited the greatest 

instability in response to APP perturbations (p < 0.001; Fig. 2.3 Left and Fig. 2.3 Right).  

Conversely, C7 movements in the ML direction were most unstable during the MLV 

perturbations (p < 0.001; Fig. 2.3 Middle). 
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Figure 2.3.  Short-term local divergence exponents ( )*
Sλ  for each test condition for C7 

marker movements in the AP, ML and VT directions.  Each “*” indicates a 
statistically significant difference from the NOP condition at p < 0.05.  
Symbols are as follows: “×” indicates perturbations in the AP direction; “○” 
indicates perturbations in the ML direction and “■” indicates NOP. 

Subjects’ C7 movements in the AP direction were more stable long-term 

(decreased *
Lλ ) during all perturbation conditions than during NOP (p < 0.001; Fig. 2.4 

Left).  Subjects exhibited significantly greater *
Lλ  during MLP perturbations relative to 
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APP perturbations (p = 0.013) and during APV perturbations relative to MLV 

perturbations (p < 0.001).  Subjects’ C7 movements in the ML direction exhibited 

lower *
Lλ  during ML perturbations than NOP (p < 0.001;  Fig. 2.4 Middle).  However, 

the AP perturbations yielded no significant changes in *
Lλ  (APP, p = 1.000; APV, p = 

0.337).  Subjects exhibited greater *
Lλ  during APP than during MLP perturbations (p < 

0.001) and during APV than during MLV perturbations (p < 0.001).  Subjects’ C7 

movements in the VT direction exhibited decreased *
Lλ  during all perturbation conditions 

relative to NOP (APP, MLP, MLV, p < 0.001; APV, p = 0.038; Fig. 2.4 Right).  There 

were no significant differences between *
Lλ  during APP and MLP conditions (p = 0.570).  

Subjects exhibited decreased *
Lλ  during MLV relative to APV perturbations (p < 0.001).  
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Figure 2.4.  Long-term local divergence exponents ( )*
Lλ  for each test condition for C7 

marker movements in the AP, ML and VT directions.  Each “*” indicates a 
statistically significant difference from the NOP condition at p < 0.05.  
Symbols are as follows: “×” indicates perturbations in the AP direction; “○” 
indicates perturbations in the ML direction and “■” indicates NOP. 

DISCUSSION 
Understanding how humans remain stable during challenging locomotor activities 

is critical to developing effective tests to diagnose patients with increased fall risk.  

Imposing carefully structured locomotor challenges in contexts like virtual environments 

may also provide effective training interventions to reduce fall risk in these patients.  The 

purpose of this study was to determine if exposing subjects to different types of 

continuous pseudo-random perturbations which destabilized their walking movements 

would evoke measureable changes in proposed measures of dynamic stability (i.e., 

Floquet multipliers and local divergence exponents).  In general, subjects exhibited 
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direction-specific responses in dynamic stability to these perturbations.  Subjects were 

always orbitally stable (maxFM < 1) and locally unstable ( *λ  > 0), consistent with 

previous results from unperturbed walking (Dingwell and Kang 2007; Dingwell et al. 

2007).  These findings also directly extend those of McAndrew et al. (2010), who 

demonstrated that these same subjects also exhibited “cautious” gait characteristics (e.g., 

shorter wider steps) and increased movement variability when exposed to these 

perturbations.   

Subjects exhibited direction-specific responses to perturbations in all stability 

measures quantified.  For example, subjects had significantly larger maxFM in the AP 

direction during the AP perturbations but not during ML perturbations and significantly 

larger maxFM in the ML direction during ML perturbations but not during AP 

perturbations (Fig. 2.1).  In addition, subjects appeared to be more sensitive to ML 

perturbations than to AP perturbations.  For example, maxFM for AP movements during 

APP perturbations increased by only ~ 0.2 above NOP, whereas maxFM for ML 

movements during ML perturbations increased by ~ 0.4 above NOP.  Thus, subjects’ 

stability changed more in response to a ML perturbation than an AP perturbation.   These 

results are consistent with the mean standard deviation (meanSD) position results from 

this dataset, which indicated that in the ML direction, subjects had significantly greater 

position variability than during the ML perturbations than during the AP or NOP 

conditions (McAndrew et al. 2010).  Moreover, these results are consistent with both 

modeling predictions (Kuo 1999; Bauby and Kuo 2000) that suggested humans are more 

unstable in the ML than the AP direction, and also with experimental work that indicated 
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increased metabolic cost for maintaining ML stability (Donelan et al. 2004; Dean et al. 

2007).   

Hobbelen and Wisse noted that one drawback to the ability of FM to reflect 

disturbance rejection, or the ability to not fall, is that FM look only at very small 

perturbations to a walker’s state space as opposed to the effects of real world disturbances 

(Hobbelen and Wisse 2007).  While their study focused on modeling and robotic 

applications, their observation is also relevant to our study.  Our FM results indicate that 

even small perturbations to our subjects during the perturbed walking conditions would 

cause their maxFM to increase significantly, particularly in the direction in which the 

perturbation was applied (Fig. 2.1).  Thus, it appears that in humans being exposed to real 

world perturbations, FM do reflect an increased capacity to be disturbed during walking, 

or that they are more unstable.  While we do presume that decreased stability leads to 

increased risk of falling, we did not test that directly in this study, since we did not apply 

perturbations large enough to induce falls.  The direct connections to actual falls should 

be explored in future research. 

Su and Dingwell (2007) demonstrated that a 2-dimensional biped model walking 

down a bumpy slope exhibited no significant changes in orbital stability as the 

irregularity of the walking surface was varied across the range of feasible perturbations.  

The present study is the first study to expose human subjects to similar continuous 

perturbations.  Unlike Su and Dingwell (2007) however, we found that while humans did 

not become orbitally unstable while walking, they did experience significant increases in 

maxFM for C7 movements in the same directions in which the perturbations were 
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applied, indicating that human stability was significantly affected by the perturbations 

(Fig. 2.1). 

MaxFM results for ML movements demonstrated that the ML perturbations 

induced decreased orbital stability relative to NOP, while AP perturbations induced no 

changes in orbital stability (Fig. 2.1).  This was anecdotally consistent with subjects’ 

perceptions, which were that the ML perturbations were more challenging conditions in 

which to walk.  This is noteworthy because it further supports the possibility of maxFM 

as a clinically relevant measure of walking stability.  Previous work suggests that maxFM 

measures might detect differences between age groups (Granata and Lockhart 2008; 

Kang and Dingwell 2008a), but otherwise may not be sensitive enough for clinical use.  

The effective ‘dose-response’ relationship between perturbation magnitude and stability 

responses was not determined in this study, however.  Such relationships should be 

explored in future studies for rehabilitation applications. 

Subjects were locally unstable during all experimental conditions in this study 

including NOP.  The *
Sλ  (Fig. 2.3) indicated direction-specific responses that were 

similar to those observed in the orbital stability results (Fig. 2.1), with the greatest 

responses being to those perturbations acting in the same directions as the movements 

analyzed.  However, *
Sλ  indicated decreased stability during all perturbations relative to 

NOP.  This finding supports previous work indicating that *
Sλ  is more sensitive than 

maxFM to changes in stability in both humans (Dingwell and Kang 2007) and dynamic 

walking models (Su and Dingwell 2007).  It is also consistent with the variability and gait 
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parameter results of this study which indicated that gait parameters were affected during 

all perturbation conditions relative to NOP (McAndrew et al. 2010). 

The increased maxFM and *
Sλ  indicated greater instability of participants during 

perturbed walking.  However, during the perturbed walking trials, relative to walking 

normally, these subjects also exhibited decreased *
Lλ  (Fig. 2.4).  One reason for this is 

that during the perturbed walking conditions, the MLD curves (Fig. 2.2) from which *
Sλ  

and *
Lλ  are derived, generally shifted up and to the left.  Because no subject fell down, 

the total magnitude of the divergence is expected to remain bounded.  Therefore, as the 

MLD curves become steeper over the *
Sλ  range, it is no surprise that they also become 

flatter over the *
Lλ  range.  Together, both changes indicate that subjects’ movements 

reached their maximum local divergence limits more quickly during perturbed walking.  

This is precisely what we observed.   

This also suggests that choosing ranges other than 0-1 and 4-10 strides for 

calculating *
Sλ  and *

Lλ , respectively, might be more appropriate for the perturbed walking 

conditions.  However, changing the ranges over which *
Sλ  and *

Lλ  are calculated would 

potentially confound attempts to make appropriate comparisons across conditions.  

Likewise, we emphasize that these *
Sλ  and *

Lλ  do not represent true “Lyapunov 

exponents” (Dingwell and Cusumano 2000) and so assessing the degree of linearity of 

the fits to the MLD curves (Fig. 5.2) is less critical for our analyses.  These *
Sλ  and *

Lλ  

exponents calculated here still provide valid estimates of the average local instability 
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observed over the ranges indicated.  Our results thus imply that changes in *
Sλ  and *

Lλ  

may exhibit an inverse relationship during perturbed walking. 

The trends in the VT direction results for this study were notably different from 

those in the AP and ML directions.  MaxFM and *
Lλ  both indicated increased stability for 

VT C7 movements during all perturbation conditions relative to NOP (Figs. 5.1 and 5.4).  

With respect to the latter, the results are similar to the AP direction *
Lλ  results.  However, 

in this study we did not apply comparable perturbations in the VT direction and so the 

physical interpretation of these results is not immediately obvious.  These changes likely 

resulted in some way from the mechanical coupling between the AP, ML, and VT 

movements of the C7 marker. 

Defining an appropriate state space for performing orbital and local stability 

calculations is important (Gates and Dingwell 2009).  Here, we used delay embedding 

(Dingwell and Cusumano 2000) of the C7 velocity data.  The perturbations applied in this 

study caused subjects to move around on the treadmill significantly.  This introduced 

nonstationarities into their movements that made it inappropriate to use displacement 

coordinates as state variables (Dingwell and Marin 2006).  Computing accelerations 

numerically from raw position data introduces significant noise, which is also 

problematic.  Thus, for this experiment, using delay embedding of the velocity time series 

achieved the best balance between stationarity and noise in the resulting state spaces. 

In conclusion, subjects experienced decreased orbital and short-term local 

dynamic stability in a direction-specific manner when walking during the continuous 
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pseudo-random perturbations applied in the present study.  Our results indicate that 

orbital dynamic stability can be influenced in humans by applying pseudo-random 

perturbations during walking and that these changes are consistent with subjects’ 

perceptions of which perturbation conditions are the most challenging in which to walk.  

Short-term local stability ( )*
Sλ  measures were more sensitive than orbital stability 

measures, but also detected strong direction-specific responses to perturbations.  

Conversely, long-term local dynamic stability ( )*
Lλ  appeared to improve during 

perturbations.  However, this was consistent with the idea that when subjects do not 

overtly fall, their movements will remain at least loosely bounded and therefore so will 

the magnitudes of their resulting MLD curves (Fig. 2.2). 
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Chapter 3:  Voluntarily changing step length or step width affects 
dynamic stability of human walking 

SUMMARY 
Changes in step width (SW), step length (SL), and/or the variability of these 

parameters have been prospectively related to risk of falling in elderly and patient 

populations.  However, it is not known how voluntary changes in these parameters, 

particularly SW and SL, directly alter variability and/or dynamic stability of walking at a 

constant walking speed.  We quantified how variability and dynamic stability of human 

walking changed when individuals voluntarily manipulated SL and SW.  Fourteen 

unimpaired, young adults walked on a treadmill at their preferred walking speed with 

normal (NO) gait, with a metronome (NM) and with shorter (SH), longer (LO), narrower 

(NA) and wider (WI) steps than normal.  Walking with wider, longer or shorter steps 

yielded increases in SW variability (p < 0.05).  Similarly, wider, narrower, longer or 

shorter steps caused increases in SL variability (p < 0.001).  For C7 movements in the 

lateral direction, orbital stability decreased when walking with wider or longer steps (p < 

0.001).  Walking with wider, narrower, shorter or longer steps affected short-term local 

stability in all directions of motion (p < 0.05), and walking with narrower and wider steps 

altered lateral and anterior-posterior long-term local stability.  Despite changes in 

stability, we did not find strong correlations between mean gait parameters and dynamic 

stability measures.  We concluded that voluntary changes in gait characteristics can 

significantly alter dynamic stability and should be considered when requesting 

modifications in SL or SW of subjects or patients. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In clinical studies, gait parameters are frequently measured to assess patients’ 

dynamic stability.  However, the correct interpretation of these results is not clear.  

Walking with wider and shorter steps than normal is often termed “cautious”.  However, 

retrospective studies indicate that individuals who exhibit increased fall risk sometimes 

walk with shorter (Guimaraes and Isaacs 1980; Richardson et al. 2005), longer (Pavol et 

al. 1999), narrower (Guimaraes and Isaacs 1980), wider and/or faster (Pavol et al. 1999) 

steps than normal.  Slower walking speeds alone lead to decreased local instability 

(Dingwell and Marin 2006; England and Granata 2007; Kang and Dingwell 2008b) yet 

are also associated with history of falling (Luukinen et al. 1995b).  Slower walking 

speeds also increase motion variability (Dingwell and Marin 2006; Kang and Dingwell 

2008b), which may or may not also indicate increased risk of falling.  In one study, too 

much or too little step width (SW) variability was associated with fall history in older 

adults at normal walking speeds (> 1 m/s) (Brach et al. 2005).  Results of these and other 

retrospective studies do not reveal a clear relationship between altered gait characteristics 

and fall risk. 

Prospective studies on gait characteristics and falling are similarly mixed.  Maki 

(1997) found that while shorter and slower steps predicted increased fear of falling, 

increased variability of stride length and speed doubled an individual’s actual likelihood 

of falling.  Additionally, individuals who fell while walking took wider steps with less 

SW variability (Maki 1997).  Contrary to Maki (1997), Hausdorff and colleagues (2001) 

found that increased stride time (ST) variability over a 6 minute walk predicted falls in 
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older adults.  However, DeMott et al. (2007) determined that falls in older individuals 

with peripheral neuropathy were predicted by greater step time variability when walking 

on irregular surfaces but not on smooth surfaces.  Recently, others found that no primary 

gait variables (means nor variability) predicted falls, but subtle left-right asymmetries in 

statistical persistence of ST did (Paterson et al. 2011).  Thus, all four prospective studies 

reached different findings using similar methods and measures.  

The fact that shorter, wider and/or more variable steps in patients are often 

associated with increased fall risk might suggest that people who exhibit these patterns 

are more unstable.  However, when external lateral stabilization was applied, young and 

older subjects both took narrower steps, without changing their mean step length (SL) or 

SW or SL variability (Dean et al. 2007).  Likewise, when we destabilized healthy young 

subjects by applying continuous perturbations, they took shorter, wider and faster steps 

and exhibited greater variability both of stepping parameters and trunk kinematics 

(McAndrew et al. 2010).  These gait changes were accompanied by specific increases in 

measures of local dynamic instability (McAndrew et al. 2011).  This suggests that 

voluntarily taking shorter or wider steps should lead to decreases in variability and local 

instability of stepping parameters and/or trunk movements. 

Collectively, these findings suggest two opposing options:  people increase their 

risk of falling because they take shorter and/or wider steps, or they take wider and/or 

shorter steps because they are at greater risk of falling.  To begin to address this issue, we 

need to determine the independent effects of these gait changes on gait variability and 

stability.  Therefore, this study determined how voluntary changes in either SW or SL 
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altered stepping kinematics and dynamic stability during unperturbed treadmill walking.  

Rather than threaten subjects with unstable environments, which could cause 

unintentional changes in their gait, we instead had them intentionally change their gait to 

walk with gait characteristics which have been clinically associated with increased fall 

risk.  Thus, we determined if an individual’s dynamic walking stability could be 

intentionally manipulated or controlled.  This could have important implications for 

developing clinically relevant interventions. 

METHODS 
Fourteen young healthy adults (7 male, 7 female; age 18 - 35) participated.  

Participants were excluded for any history of lower extremity injuries, surgery or 

neurological conditions, which could affect their gait.  The University of Texas 

Institutional Review Board approved this study, and all participants provided written, 

informed consent prior to participation. 

Participants walked on a motorized treadmill (Desmo ProXL model, Woodway 

USA, Waukesha, WI), which had the control panel and railing removed.  The treadmill 

belt was 68.58 cm (27 inches) wide by 223.52 cm (88 inches) long.  This allowed 

individuals to walk with the required gait characteristics without risk of stepping off of 

the treadmill belt in any direction.   

Each subject completed a ~10 minute warm-up.  The first 5 minutes were used to 

determine participants’ preferred walking speeds (PWS) using an established protocol 

(Dingwell and Marin 2006).  During the second 5 minutes, participants walked at their 

PWS.  Participants then completed three 3-minute walking trials for each of 6 
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experimental conditions.  During the normal (NO) condition, participants walked 

normally.  During the normal with metronome (NM) condition, participants walked 

normally with a metronome matched to their preferred cadence.  During the step width 

manipulations, participants were instructed to walk with wider (WI) and narrower (NA) 

steps than normal.  During the step length manipulations, participants walked with shorter 

(SH) and longer (LO) steps.  These were achieved by walking in time with a metronome, 

set to a cadence that was 10 steps/min faster or slower, respectively, than their preferred 

step cadence.  Participants walked at their PWS for all conditions.  The NO condition was 

always presented first and the remaining 5 conditions were presented in a random order 

to minimize learning effects.  Rest breaks were provided between conditions. 

Participants wore 57 reflective markers on their head, trunk, arms, legs and feet.  

Ten Vicon MX cameras (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK) captured participants’ motion at 

60 Hz.  Vicon Nexus software was used to reconstruct, label and export the data for 

further processing in Matlab (The Mathworks, Inc.). 

Step length (SL) was defined as the anterior posterior distance between the heel 

markers at heel strike.  Step width (SW) was defined as the lateral distance between heel 

markers at heel strike.  Stride time (ST) was the amount of time elapsed between two 

consecutive heel strikes of the same foot.  Means and standard deviations of SL, SW and 

ST were calculated for each trial. 

For stability analyses, delay embedded state spaces were constructed for the AP, 

ML and Vertical (VT) velocities of the C7 vertebral marker using the original data and 

time delayed copies (Dingwell and Marin 2006; McAndrew et al. 2011): 
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( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )[ ]ττ 1,,, −++= Edtvtvtvt KS     (3.1) 

where S(t) is the dE-dimensional state vector, v(t) is the original 1-dimensional velocity 

data, τ is the time delay and dE is the embedding dimension.  Time delays were set equal 

to 20, 15 and 10 for the ML, AP and VT directions, respectively, and were estimated 

from the first minimum of the Average Mutual Information function (Fraser 1986) for all 

trials of each condition.  Results were not expected to be sensitive to the exact choice of τ 

(Kantz and Schreiber 2003).  An embedding dimension of dE = 5 was used for all trials 

(Dingwell and Cusumano 2000) , such that ( ) 5ℜ∈tS .  For orbital stability analyses, C7 

marker data from each entire trial were used to reconstruct the state space.  For local 

stability analyses, 120 consecutive strides were normalized to 12,000 total data points, or 

approximately 100 data points per stride (England and Granata 2007; Bruijn et al. 2009b) 

and then delay embedded for the ML, AP and VT directions, respectively.  

Floquet multipliers (FM) estimated orbital stability, based on well-established 

techniques (Nayfeh and Balachandran 1995; Donelan et al. 2004; Dingwell and Kang 

2007; Dingwell et al. 2007; McAndrew et al. 2011).  Briefly, state spaces were divided 

into individual strides and then each stride was time normalized to 101 samples, 

corresponding to 0 – 100% of the gait cycle.  Poincaré maps were then defined for each 

percent of the gait cycle as 

( )kk SFS =+1       (3.2) 

where S is the state space for the system at stride k.  Fixed points for each Poincaré map 

were defined as the average trajectory across all strides in a given trial, or  
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( )** SFS =       (3.3) 

The orbital stability of the system was then estimated from a linearized 

approximation of Equation 3.3. 

[ ] ( )[ ]***1 SSSSS −≈−+ kk J     (3.4) 

where ( ) 55* ×ℜ∈SJ  was the Jacobian matrix for the system for each Poincaré section 

(percent of the gait cycle).  Because [Sk – S*] and [Sk+1 – S*] lie on the same Poincaré 

section, the last (i.e. 5th) eigenvalue of J(S*) was ~0.  Therefore, the first 4 eigenvalues 

defined the FM of the system (Kang and Dingwell 2008a).  FM < 1 indicate orbital 

stability, while FM > 1 indicate orbital instability of the limit cycle.  The maximum FM 

(maxFM) for each percent of the gait cycle was calculated and then averaged for each 

trial to compare across experimental conditions. 

Local dynamic stability was determined by calculating local divergence 

exponents (λ*).  λ* quantify how a system responds to very small perturbations by 

measuring how neighboring trajectories in a state space evolve over time (Rosenstein et 

al. 1993) .  After finding the nearest neighbors for a given point in a state space, the 

average separation of neighbors is calculated.  λ* is then calculated using a least-square 

fit to estimate the slope of the mean log divergence (MLD) curve: 

( )[ ] ciid
t

iy j +=
∆

= ]λ[ ln 1)( *     (3.5) 

where dj is the Euclidean distance between the jth pair of nearest neighbors after i time 

steps and 〈 〉 indicates the average over all j (Rosenstein et al. 1993).  Short-term and 
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long-term λ* (λ*S and λ*L, respectively) were calculated as the slope of y(i) vs. i between 

0 and 1 strides and between 4 and 10 strides, respectively (Dingwell and Cusumano 

2000). Positive λ* indicate local instability.   

All stability calculations were performed separately in the ML, AP and VT 

directions.  Two-factor (Condition × Subject) analyses of variance (ANOVA) were used 

to assess statistical differences between SW, SL, ST and SW, SL and ST variability, 

maxFM, λ*S and λ*L for the SW and SL conditions separately (i.e. NO vs. WI and NA 

and NM vs. LO and SH).  P-values < 0.05 were considered significant.  All statistical 

analyses were conducted using PASW Statistics 18 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL).  

Correlations were calculated using Matlab. 

RESULTS 
As expected, instructing participants to walk with narrower or wider steps than 

normal did result in narrower and wider steps widths (p < 0.0005; Fig. 3.1A), as 

expected.  Walking with wide steps significantly increased SW variability (p < 0.0005; 

Fig. 3.1B).  Narrow steps were associated with increased SL (p = 0.002) and SL 

variability (p < 0.0005) whereas wide steps decreased SL (p < 0.005) and increased SL 

variability (p < 0.0005).  Both narrower and wider steps caused increases in ST (p < 

0.0005 and p = 0.004, respectively) and decreases in ST variability (p = 0.001 and p < 

0.0005, respectively).  There were significant Subject effects for SL (p < 0.0005), SL 

variability (p = 0.027) and ST (p < 0.0005) but not SW (p = 0.276), SW variability (p = 

0.08) or ST variability (p = 0.105). 
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Figure 3.1.  (A) Mean step width (SW), step length (SL) and stride time (ST)and (B) 
mean step parameter variability for the step width manipulation conditions: 
narrow (NA), normal (NO) and wide (WI). * indicates significance (p < 
0.05) from NO.  Error bars indicate +/- one standard deviation of the mean. 

Wide steps increased λ*S in the AP, ML and VT directions (p < 0.0005; Fig. 

3.2A) whereas narrow steps caused increases in AP and VT λ*S but decreases in lateral 

λ*S (p < 0.0005).  Narrow steps decreased lateral λ*L (p = 0.014) but increased AP λ*L (p 

< 0.0005) whereas wide steps decreased AP λ*L (p < 0.0005) and increased ML λ*L (p < 

0.0005).  Wide steps also increased lateral maxFM (p < 0.0005; Fig. 3.2C) while narrow 

steps had no effect (p = 0.968).  Altering SW had no effect on λ*L in the VT direction 
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(Fig. 3.2B) or on maxFM in the AP or VT directions (Fig. 3.2C).  There were significant 

Subject effects for λ*S calculations in all directions (p < 0.05) and for λ*L and maxFM in 

the AP direction (p < 0.02). 
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Figure 3.2.  (A) λ*S, (B) λ*L and (C) maxFM for C7 movements in the ML, AP and VT 
directions for the step width manipulation conditions (NO, WI, NA).  * 
indicates significant difference (p < 0.05) from NO. 
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Walking with longer steps significantly increased SW and SW variability (p < 

0.0005; Fig. 3.3A). However, short steps only increased SW variability (p < 0.0005; Fig. 

3.3B).  As expected, walking with longer steps increased SL (p < 0.0005) and ST (p < 

0.0005) and walking with shorter steps decreased SL (p < 0.0005) and ST (p = 0.002) 

(Fig. 3.3A).  SL and ST variability (Fig. 3.3B) increased with both longer and shorter (p 

≤ 0.001) steps.  Again, there were significant Subject effects for SW and SW variability 

(p < 0.0005), SL (p < 0.0005) and SL variability (p = 0.043) and ST (p < 0.0005) and ST 

variability (p = 0.014). 

Long steps increased λ*L (Fig. 3.4B) and maxFM (Fig. 3.4C) of C7 motion in all 

directions and λ*S (Fig. 3.4A) in the AP and VT directions (p < 0.05).  However, long 

steps decreased lateral λ*S (p < 0.0005; Fig. 3.4A).  Short steps did not cause consistent 

changes in λ* or maxFM.  Rather, short steps increased lateral λ*S (Fig. 3.4A) and 

maxFM (Fig. 3.4C) (p ≤ 0.05) as well as vertical λ*S (p < 0.0005; Fig. 3.4A) and 

decreased AP λ*L (Fig. 3.4B) and λ*S (Fig. 3.4A) (p ≤ 0.001) and vertical λ*L (Fig. 3.4B) 

(p = 0.001).  There were significant subject interactions for all SL manipulation stability 

results in all directions (p < 0.005) except λ*S in the VT direction (p = 0.602). 
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Figure 3.3. (A) Mean step width (SW), step length (SL) and stride time (ST).  (B) Step 
parameter variability for the step length manipulation conditions: short 
(SH), normal with metronome (NM) and long (LO). * indicates significance 
at p < 0.05-level from NM.  Error bars indicate +/- one standard deviation of 
the mean. 

SW and SW variability demonstrated the strongest associations with nonlinear 

stability measures (Fig. 3.5).  However, these correlations were still moderate (r2 ≈ 0.4).  

We have only presented results with the strongest correlations, which were in the lateral 

direction.  Correlations between stability measures, gait parameters and variability were 

weaker in the AP and vertical directions (all r2 ≤ 0.399; Appendix A). 
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Figure 3.4.  (A) λ*S, (B) λ*L and (C) maxFM in the ML, AP and VT directions for the 
step length manipulation conditions (NM, LO and SH).  * indicates 
significance at p < 0.05-level from NM. 
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DISCUSSION 
Simple, voluntary changes in basic gait characteristics significantly affected these 

individuals’ gait variability and orbital and local stability when walking at a constant 

speed.  Wider and longer steps were associated with increased maxFM and λ*L of lateral 

C7 movements.  Shorter and wider steps were associated with increased λ*S of lateral C7 

movements.  However, any change in gait characteristics from normal walking resulted in 

significant changes in λ*S.  Despite changes in stability due to SW and SL, our results did 

not yield strong correlations between gait parameters and dynamic stability. 

Kuo and colleagues (Kuo 1999; Bauby and Kuo 2000; Donelan et al. 2004; Dean 

et al. 2007) suggested that control of lateral stability is more important than sagittal plane 

control during walking.  This likely explains why we observed greater correlations 

between stability and SW than between stability and SL (Fig. 3.5) and why increased SW 

variability while walking with wider steps was associated with decreased lateral dynamic 

stability (larger MaxFM, λ*L and λ*S; Fig. 3.1 and 3.2).  Dean et al. (2007), in particular, 

found that individuals, independent of age, preferred walking with narrower steps when 

external, lateral stabilization was applied.  Our study indicates that voluntarily adopting 

narrower steps, even without lateral stabilization, increases lateral local stability 

(decreases λ*S and λ*L; Fig. 3.2A and 3.2B).  However, SW and SL variability both 

increased when narrower steps were voluntarily adopted (Fig. 3.1B) and may contribute 

to overall decreased stability due to their correlation with stability (Fig. 3.5). 
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Figure 3.5.  Maximum correlations between C7 velocity stability in the ML direction and 
gait characteristics or gait characteristic variability for the SW (A and C) 
and SL (B and D) manipulation conditions.  Note that SW and SW 
variability had the greatest correlations with stability measures.  Though 
Mean SW had the greatest correlation with λ*L during the SW 
manipulations, Mean SW also had a similar correlation with MaxFM (r2 = 
0.441).   R2 values were significant at the p < 0.0005-level. 

Prospective studies indicated increased risk of falling was associated with 

increased SL variability and SW, decreased SW variability (Maki 1997), increased ST 

variability (Hausdorff et al. 2001; DeMott et al. 2007) and left-right asymmetries 

(Paterson et al. 2011).  Here, subjects demonstrated increased SL variability regardless of 

the gait characteristic adopted (Fig. 3.1B and 3.3B).  However, if this change indicated 

increased risk of falling, the increased risk was only consistently reflected in changes in 
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vertical λ*S (Fig. 3.2A and 3.4A) and, to some degree, lateral maxFM (Fig. 3.2C and 

3.4C).  For the other prospective indicators of falling, no consistent response in stability 

measures occurred.  For example, walking with wider steps for the WI condition versus 

walking with longer steps for the LO condition, during which subjects also increased 

mean SW (Fig. 3.1B), yielded different stability outcomes (Fig. 3.2 and 3.4).  These 

discrepancies may be partially explained by walking speed.  Here, we controlled for 

speed so that our results would not be confounded by speed effects, and thus our results 

can only indicate that adopting these altered gait parameters without changing speed does 

not predictably alter stability.  If speed were left unconstrained, individuals could, for 

example, alter their gait characteristics to slow down and try to increase stability 

(Dingwell and Marin 2006; England and Granata 2007).   

We were not necessarily surprised that the correlations between gait parameter 

variability and stability measures were not stronger (Fig. 3.5) given the mixed findings 

that have been published regarding the relationship between nonlinear stability measures 

and spatial variability (MeanSD) (Dingwell et al. 2001; Su and Dingwell 2007; Bruijn et 

al. 2009a).  In the present study, SW and SL variability quantified spatial variability of 

our subjects’ movement and had only moderate correlations (r2 ≈ 0.4) with nonlinear 

stability measures.  However, our results also demonstrated a lack of a strong correlation 

between temporal variability (ST variability) and nonlinear measures of stability.  Bruijn 

et al. (2009a) suggested that spatial and temporal variations, as well as their structure, are 

important in determining the divergence of two points after several strides.  Here, we 
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suggest that nonlinear measures of stability quantify a different aspect of dynamic 

stability than either spatial or temporal variability individually. 

One limitation of the present analysis is the adaptation time allowed for the gait 

patterns examined.  Subjects were given 3-5 minutes to adapt.  This may not have been 

enough time to optimize walking strategies with each of these gait modifications.  This 

may have caused, for example, increased gait parameter variability (Fig. 3.1B and 3.3B) 

or changes in stability (Fig. 3.2 and 3.4).  It is possible that, given additional adaptation 

time, subjects could have adapted their gait pattern to maximize stability while using the 

voluntary gait modifications.  For example, we might expect the gait changes observed in 

the elderly to reflect such long-term adaptations.  Our present results do, however, clearly 

show there are no obvious short-term benefits, in terms of variability and/or local or 

orbital stability, to walking with the shorter or wider steps. 
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Chapter 4:  Dynamic margins of stability during human walking in 
destabilizing environments 

SUMMARY 
Understanding how humans maintain stability when walking, particularly when 

exposed to perturbations, is key to preventing falls.  Here, we quantified the effects of 

continuous, pseudorandom anterior-posterior (AP) and mediolateral (ML) oscillations on 

control of dynamic walking stability by computing AP and ML margins of stability 

(MOS).  Twelve subjects completed five 3-minute walking trials in the Computer 

Assisted Rehabilitation ENvironment (CAREN) system under each of 5 conditions:  no 

perturbation (NOP), AP platform (APP) or visual (APV) or ML platform (MLP) or visual 

(MLV) oscillations.  Mean MOSml were not significantly altered during any perturbation 

condition (p ≥ 0.485).  However, mean MOSap for the MLP and MLV oscillations were 

significantly more negative than during NOP (p < 0.0005).  MOSap and MOSml variability 

was greater during the MLP and MLV oscillations than during NOP (p < 0.0005).  We 

also directly quantified how the MOS on any given step affected the MOS on the 

following step.  There were significant step-to-step changes in MOSml and MOSap 

between experimental conditions (p ≤ 0.001). Thus, subjects may have been trying to 

control foot placement, and consequently stability, during the perturbations conditions.  

Step-to-step changes in margins of dynamic stability may be more useful than examining 

only mean MOS in assessing individuals’ control of stability.
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INTRODUCTION 

Understanding how humans maintain and control stability when walking, 

particularly when exposed to perturbations or irregular environments, is key to preventing 

falls and predicting likelihood of falling.  How to best quantify walking stability in a 

computationally and physiologically correct way and study “unstable” gait have proven 

to be major challenges for the field of dynamic walking.   This is complicated further by 

the inherent risks of actually making people, particularly in patient populations, fall. 

Standing stability is generally defined based on the relationship between one’s 

center of mass (COM) to his or her base of support (BOS).  As long as the projection of 

the COM remains within the boundaries of the BOS, one remains stable.  This definition 

is not appropriately applied to walking, or in fact, standing, however, as it does not take 

into account motion of the COM (Pai and Patton 1997).  Hof et al. (2005) proposed 

comparing an ‘extrapolated center of mass’ (XcoM) to the BOS boundaries.  The XcoM 

accounts for the motion of the COM and thus, might be more appropriately applied 

during walking.  The margin of stability (MOS) is defined as the distance between the 

XcoM and the edge of an individual’s BOS for each step and is directly related to the 

impulse (I) required to cause instability (Hof et al. 2005).   

This definition of stability implies that foot placement during walking can be used 

to control MOS magnitude (Hof 2008).  In other words, one potential goal of walking 

may be to maintain some minimum MOS.  Rosenblatt and Grabiner (2010) showed that 

lateral MOS did not change significantly between overground and treadmill walking in 

healthy subjects, though step width did, thus supporting the idea that foot placement 
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during walking could be chosen to achieve a constant lateral MOS.  Similarly, MacLellan 

and Patla (2006a; 2006b) found no difference in MOS in the mediolateral (ML) direction 

on rigid versus compliant surfaces.  However, they did find a difference in the anterior-

posterior (AP) MOS.  Maintenance of lateral MOS was also observed in amputees 

walking on irregular surfaces (Curtze et al. In Press).  These results suggest that 

individuals may use foot placement to control lateral stability during walking and that 

this control is independent of walking surface.  However, these studies have focused on 

mean MOS.  Step-to-step variations in MOS were not determined.  These step-to-step 

variations may reveal more about the control of stability than means or standard 

deviations (Hausdorff et al. 1995; Gates et al. 2007; Dingwell and Cusumano 2010; 

Dingwell et al. 2010).     

By applying continuous, small magnitude perturbations, we examined how 

humans control stability during continuous walking when they constantly experiencing 

perturbations.  Such perturbations have been applied physically through oscillating 

platforms (Brady et al. 2009; McAndrew et al. 2010; McAndrew et al. 2011) and visually 

with scene changes in virtual environments (Warren et al. 1996; O'Connor and Kuo 2009; 

McAndrew et al. 2010; McAndrew et al. 2011).  Except for McAndrew et al. (2011), who 

examined nonlinear measures of dynamic stability, these studies focused mostly on the 

influence of oscillations on movement variability and changes in step characteristics.  

How stability is maintained and controlled during, and influenced by, continuous 

physical or visual perturbations has yet to be determined. 
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This study determined how instantaneous step stability was affected when humans 

were exposed to continuous, pseudorandom perturbations.  We also determined whether 

means and standard deviations of MOS captured step-to-step MOS dynamics.  We 

hypothesized that during perturbations, participants would (1) have decreased MOS in the 

direction of the perturbation being applied, (2) have greater MOS variability while 

undergoing perturbations than during unperturbed walking and (3) demonstrate step-to-

step dynamics not readily apparent in the mean MOS. 

METHODS 
A complete description of the experimental setup can be found in McAndrew et 

al. (2010) (Chapter 1).  Briefly, we collected data on 12 healthy, young adult participants 

in a Computer Assisted Rehabilitation ENvironment (CAREN) system (Motek, 

Amsterdam, The Netherlands).  All participants provided informed consent and the study 

was approved by the Institutional Review Board at Brooke Army Medical Center (Ft. 

Sam Houston, TX).   

Each participant completed 5 3-minute walking trials for each of the following 

perturbation conditions:  no perturbation (NOP), anterior-posterior platform (APP) or 

visual (APV) oscillations or mediolateral platform (MLP) or visual (MLV) oscillations.  

Oscillations were applied as a pseudo-random sum of sines with 4 incommensurate 

frequencies (0.16, 0.21, 0.24 and 0.49 Hz) using the following equation: 

( ) [
])249.0sin(5.0)224.0sin(4.1

...)221.0sin(8.0)216.0sin(0.1
tt

ttAtD
ππ

ππ
⋅⋅+⋅⋅+

+⋅⋅+⋅⋅⋅=

  (4.1) 
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where D(t) was the translation distance [m], A was a scaling factor and t was time [sec].  

The visual and platform oscillations were scaled with A = 0.05 and A = 0.50, 

respectively. 

Kinematic data were collected using a 24-camera Vicon motion capture system 

(Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK) at 60 Hz.  Participants wore 22 reflective markers.  Four 

markers each were placed on the head, pelvis and on each foot.  Markers were also placed 

over the acromium processes, C7 and T8 vetebrae, sternum and xyphoid process.  Gaps 

in motion data were filled using a linear interpolation of data from a marker on the same 

rigid body segment.   

Center of mass (COM) position was estimated as the average position of the 4 

pelvis markers (right and left anterior and posterior superior iliac spine).  COM velocity 

was found by taking the first derivative of the COM position. 

Dynamic margins of stability were adapted from Hof et al. (2005).  Extrapolated 

center of mass (XcoM) was calculated as: 

0ω
xxXcoM
&

+=       (4.1) 

where x  was the COM position, x&  was the COM velocity and  

l
g

=0ω        (4.2) 

where g = 9.81 m/s2 was the gravitational constant and l was the equivalent pendulum 

length, which in this study was taken as the mean distance from the lateral heel marker to 

the COM at heelstrike.  The dynamic margin of stability (MOS) was then defined as: 
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BOSXcoMMOS −=      (4.3) 

where BOS was the boundary of the base of support.  Anterior-posterior margins of 

stability (MOSap) were calculated as the perpendicular distance from the XcoM to the 

anterior edge of the BOS (i.e. the line joining the two toe markers; Fig. 4.1A).  

Mediolateral margins of stability (MOSml) were calculated as the lateral distance between 

the XcoM and the lateral heel marker of the leading foot, which was the foot in heelstrike 

(Fig. 1A).  MOS is directly related to the minimum impulse (Iap and Iml for the AP and 

ML directions, respectively) required to move the XcoM outside of the BOS (Hof et al. 

2005): 

MOSmI ⋅⋅= 0ω       (4.4) 

where m  was the individual’s mass in kg.  MOS and I were calculated at heelstrike for 

every step for each trial (~350 steps per 3-minute trial).  MOS variability was calculated 

as the standard deviation of all MOS for a given trial.  All processing and analysis was 

performed using Matlab R2009b (The Mathworks, Inc).   

To examine step-to-step dynamics, we examined the distribution of points on 

plots of MOS of each step (MOSi) versus MOS of each immediately preceding step 

(MOSi-1), also known as a “first return plot” (Fig. 4.1B).  Quadrants 1 (Q1) and 2 (Q2) 

contained initial steps (MOSi-1) with positive MOS which were immediately followed by 

steps (MOSi) with positive (Q1) or negative (Q2) MOS (Fig. 4.1B).  Quadrants 3 (Q3) 

and 4 (Q4) contained steps with initially negative MOS immediately followed by steps 

with negative (Q3) and positive (Q4) MOS, respectively (Fig. 4.1B).  A step with 
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negative MOS immediately followed by a step with positive MOS (Q4) would indicate 

the presence of control and/or recovery from an unstable step with a stable step. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1.  (A) MOSap is defined as the distances between the anterior boundary of the 
BOS, defined by the right and left toe markers (RTOE and LTOE, 
respectively), and the XcoM.  MOSml is defined as the distance between the 
lateral boundary of the BOS and the XcoM.  The lateral boundary of the 
BOS is defined by the lateral heel marker (LLHL and RLHL for the left and 
right foot, respectively) of the lead foot.  Here, the left foot is shown 
leading.  (B) Quadrants of the MOSi vs. MOSi-1 plane are defined for 
comparisons of step-to-step changes in MOS. 

Two-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) (Condition × Subject) were used to 

assess statistical significance of differences in mean MOS and MOS variability relative to 

NOP.  Two-way ANOVA were also used to assess differences between MOS on the right 

and left sides of the body (Condition × Foot) and between quadrants of the MOSi-MOSi-1 
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plane (Condition × Quadrant).  P-values < 0.05 were considered significant.  All 

statistical analyses were conducted using PASW Statistics 18 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). 

RESULTS 
Mean MOSml was not significantly different from NOP during any perturbation 

condition (p ≥ 0.485; Fig. 4.2A).  However, mean MOSap for the MLP and MLV 

conditions were significantly smaller (i.e. more negative) than NOP (p < 0.0005; Fig. 

4.2B).  MOSml and MOSap variability were greater during the MLP and MLV conditions 

(p < 0.0005; Fig. 4.2C and 4.2D).  There were significant Condition × Subject 

interactions for MOSap and for MOSml and MOSap variability (p < 0.0005).  Condition × 

Subject interactions for mean MOSml were nearly significant (p = 0.051). 

Impulse results confirmed the MOS results as expected.  Mean Iml was not 

significantly different for any of the perturbation conditions relative to NOP (p ≥ 0.135; 

Fig. 4.3A); however, mean Iap was more negative during the MLP and MLV conditions 

(p < 0.0005; Fig. 4.3B).  Both Iml and Iap variability were greater during the MLP and 

MLV conditions relative to NOP (p < 0.0005; Fig. 4.3C and 4.3D, respectively).  There 

were significant Condition × Subject interactions for Iml, Iap and Iap variability (p < 

0.0005).  
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Figure 4.2.  Mean MOS and MOS variability in the mediolateral (ML; A and C) and 
anterior-posterior (AP; B and D) directions.  Error bars indicate between-
subject standard deviations. * indicate significant different from NOP at the 
p < 0.05-level. 
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Figure 4.3.  Mean impulse (I) (A and B) and I variability (C and D).  I is the impulse 
required to move subjects’ XcoM to the edge of their BOS.  Error bars 
indicate between-subject standard deviations. * indicate significant different 
from NOP at the p < 0.05-level. 

Subjects displayed different trends in MOSi vs. MOSi-1 plane distribution for 

MOSap and MOSml.  In MOSap first return plots, 50-68% of the data points tended to be 

located in Q3 (Table 4.1; Fig. 4.4).  Increased MOSap variability (Fig. 4.2D) was reflected 

in Fig. 4 in the less tightly clustered data points for MLP and MLV conditions.  The 

MLV condition caused an increase in MOSap Q4 population to ~24% of the data points.  

MOSml displayed the opposite trend from the MOSap analysis with the largest cluster of 
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data points in Q1 (Table 4.1; Fig. 4.5).  Again, cluster tightness decreased for the MLP 

and MLV conditions, and resulted in Q2 and Q4 population increases (Table 4.1; Fig. 

4.5).  There were significant Condition × Quadrant effects for both MOSap and MOSml (p 

≤ 0.001).    

Table 4.1.  Summary of percent data points in each quadrant of the MOSi vs. MOSi-1 
plane for all subjects. 

               Condition  
Quadrant  

NOP APP APV MLP MLV 

Q1 0±0 0.9 ± 6.6 0±0.2 2.2±3.5 2.4±7.4 
Q2 15.8±11.1 14.7±10.1 17.5±11.5 18.6±8.2 23.7±7.4 
Q3 68.3±22.2 69.6±22.1 64.9±23.0 60.6±18.3 50.1±17.1 M

O
S a

p 

Q4 15.8±11.1 14.7±10.1 17.5±11.5 18.6±8.2 23.8±7.4 
Q1 100 98.3±13.0 98.5±12.0 97.3±3.0 94.5±14.2 
Q2 0 0±0 0.8±6.0 1.3±1.5 1.9±3.4 
Q3 0 1.7±13.0 0 0±0 1.7±12.9 M

O
S m

l 

Q4 0 0±0 0.8±6.0 1.3±1.5 1.9±3.5 
  

There were significant differences between right and left feet for both MOSap and 

MOSml (p < 0.0005; Table 4.2 and Fig. 4.6).  However, the Condition × Foot interactions 

were not significant for MOSap or MOSml (p ≥ 0.890).  Anterior-posteriorly, subjects 

were less stable (i.e. had a more negative MOSap) at left heelstrike than at right heelstrike 

for all conditions.  Laterally, subjects were more stable (i.e. had a larger MOSml) at right 

heelstrike than at left heelstrike for all conditions.   
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Figure 4.4.  MOSap (MOSap,i) as a function of MOSap of the previous step (MOSap,i-1).  
Subject 2 (column A) and Subject 11 (column B) are representatives of 
different stepping responses to the perturbations.  Red ‘o’ indicate MOSap,i-1 
was at left heelstrike (LHS) and black ‘x’ indicate MOSap,i-1 was at right 
heelstrike (RHS). 
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Figure 4.5.  MOSml (MOSml,i) as a function of MOSml of the previous step (MOSml,i-1).  
Subject 2 (column A) and Subject 11 (column B) are representatives of 
different stepping responses to the perturbations.  Red ‘o’ indicate MOSml,i-1 
was at left heelstrike (LHS) and black ‘x’ indicate MOSml,i-1 was at right 
heelstrike (RHS). 
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Table 4.2.  Summary of right and left mean MOSap and MOSml [mm] for all subjects. 

                  Condition   
Foot  

NOP APP APV MLP MLV 

L -56.2±17.3 -58.2±21.5 -57.6±18.5 -64.6±46.8 -68.1±66.9 

M
O

S a
p 

R -9.77±17.9 -11.4±23.3 -8.66±19.4 -19.2±47.0 -19.1±69.0 

L 59.6±14.1 60.6±27.4 60.3±17.3 67.0±35.8 64.6±46.2 

M
O

S m
l 

R 97.1±16.6 96.7±26.0 100±17.4 103.7±37.3 102.9±43.9

 

DISCUSSION 
We quantified how instantaneous stability during walking was affected by 

continuous, pseudorandom oscillations of the support surface and visual field.  

Continuous, pseudorandom AP perturbations had no apparent effect on AP or ML MOS.  

Meanwhile, continuous, pseudorandom ML perturbations decreased individuals’ MOSap 

and increased both AP and ML stability margin variability.  Perturbations did not affect 

individuals’ mean MOSml.   
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Figure 4.6.  MOS by right and left foot for all conditions for Subject 6.  LHS indicates 
MOS at left heelstrike and RHS indicates MOS at right heelstrike.  This 
Subject clearly shows the right-left asymmetry, where right steps are 
associated with greater lateral stability (A) and decreased anterior-posterior 
instability (B). 

Mean MOSap did not decrease and MOSap variability did not increase during the 

AP perturbations (Fig. 4.2B and 4.2D).  In fact, neither MOSap nor MOSap variability 

changed significantly.  However, in previous work, we found that these AP perturbations 

affected AP orbital stability, short- and long-term local stability (McAndrew et al. 2011) 

(Chapter 2).  Part of the difference between the two stability analyses likely lies in the 
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different definitions of stability used.  Our previous study examined fore-aft motion only 

(delay-embedded state spaces of AP trunk velocity) whereas MOSap is the shortest (i.e. 

perpendicular) distance from the XcoM to the anterior boundary of the BOS.  The latter is 

usually not purely in the AP direction (Fig. 4.1A).   

It is worth noting that all mean MOSap were negative.  Negative MOSap are 

consistent with the concept that walking is an inherently unstable activity in the AP 

direction.  Immediately before heel strike (i.e. late in single leg stance on the contralateral 

limb), the COM, as well as the XcoM, is outside of the BOS, which is at that time defined 

by a portion of the contralateral forefoot only.  We essentially “correct” this unstable 

state by taking our next step.  Thus, we have to be unstable in the AP direction to achieve 

forward progression. 

That mean MOSml remained approximately constant independent of perturbation 

condition was surprising given the magnitude of the perturbations.  However, this 

supports previously proposed ideas concerning control of lateral foot placement during 

walking.  Hof suggested that lateral control of foot placement could be used to achieve 

stable walking (Hof 2008).  This form of control would ensure that the left foot was 

placed the same distance to the left of the XcoM as the right foot was placed to the right 

of the XcoM while walking.  Previous work by others comparing overground (OG) and 

treadmill walking (Rosenblatt and Grabiner 2010) and walking OG versus walking on 

foam (MacLellan and Patla 2006a).  Both showed that MOSml remained approximately 

constant independent of surface type.  Our results extend these studies by indicating that 

this control is not limited to surface type.  Rather, even during continuous visual and 
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support surface perturbations, subjects’ foot placements achieved an approximately 

constant mean MOSml.  This constant mean MOSml was achieved despite concurrent 

changes in SW and SW variability (McAndrew et al. 2010), which changes others have 

suggested may only serve to maintain MOS (Rosenblatt and Grabiner 2010).  It is 

important to note that no participants in the present study fell despite the applied 

perturbations, and this may be reflected in the approximately constant mean MOS.  

However, MOS variability did increase during the ML perturbations, indicating that the 

number of smaller and negative MOS also increased, reflecting the increased challenge to 

stability.  The instability imposed by the experimental perturbations was seen in the 

individual step data (Fig. 4.4 and 4.5), just not in the mean MOS.   

The impulse calculations present another interpretation of MOS outcomes 

because of the nearly linear relationship between I and MOS (Eqn. 4.4).  Again, I is the 

impulse it takes to move an individual’s XcoM to the boundary of his or her BOS.  If 

positive, this measure provides a useful measure of the perturbation magnitude necessary 

to destabilize someone.  However, if I is negative, as is Iap (Fig. 4.3B), the measure is not 

particularly useful as an individual is already unstable.  It is important to note that I (and 

likewise MOS) does not take into account neuromuscular response to perturbations or 

approach of the XcoM to the edge of the BOS.  Thus, I is only the impulse that it takes to 

passively move the COM to the edge of the BOS.  If neuromuscular responses were 

included and allowed to correct for movements, we would expect the I necessary to 

destabilize an individual, particularly in the ML direction, to be of much larger 

magnitude.   
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Another related interpretation of the passive I might be that it indicates the 

amount of neuromuscular response necessary for a person to exert to “correct” his or her 

unstable state.  We would have expected it to be easier to move an individual’s XcoM to 

the edge of his or her BOS while he or she was being perturbed.  This was particularly 

expected in the lateral direction as humans tend to be more laterally unstable during 

walking (Kuo 1999; Bauby and Kuo 2000; Donelan et al. 2004; Dean et al. 2007).  Yet, 

this was not the case.  Rather MOS, and consequently I, was approximately constant 

across experimental conditions (Fig. 4.2A and 4.3A). 

MOSml and MOSap variability, however, did increase during the ML perturbations 

indicating that foot placement was affected by the perturbations.  Moraes and colleagues 

observed that, though infrequent, short and medial adjustments in foot placement 

adversely affected stability when walking on a cluttered surface (Moraes et al. 2007).  

Increased MOS variability indicates potential for an increased frequency of these short, 

medial adjustments of foot placement, and consequently, decreased dynamic stability for 

those steps.  During the ML perturbations, participants in this study also demonstrated 

decreased lateral short-term local and orbital stability (McAndrew et al. 2011) (Chapter 

2) and increased SL variability (McAndrew et al. 2010) (Chapter 1), the latter of which 

has been shown to predict increased fall risk (Maki 1997).  Collectively, these results 

indicate that increased MOS variability may be a better indicator of instability than mean 

MOS alone. 

Examining changes in step-to-step MOS distribution, in particular, may yield 

greater insight into stability control.  In Fig. 4.4A and 4.4B, for example, we can see that 
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Subjects 2 and 11 demonstrated different step-to-step patterns of MOSap.  For example, 

Subject 11 contained elevated Q1 populations during the APP and MLV conditions 

relative to Subject 2.  While this may not be surprising given the significant Condition × 

Subject interactions in MOSap, similar between-subject differences were demonstrated for 

mean MOSml, which did not have significant Condition × Subject interactions.  In Fig. 

4.5A and 4.5B, we can see that subjects do demonstrate subtly different step-to-step 

differences in MOSml.  Subject 2, for example, displayed MOSml distribution magnitudes 

opposite of Subject 11 for the ML perturbation conditions.  Where Subject 2 had greater 

Q4 population for the MLP condition, Subject 11 had a greater Q4 population during the 

MLV condition.  Despite these differences, however, the general shapes and orientations 

of the data points were similar across subjects, indicating that subjects were likely using 

similar corrective strategies. 

An important outcome of these analyses is the indication that subjects were 

controlling their stability on a step-to-step basis.  This is demonstrated in Table 4.1 and 

Fig. 4.4 and 4.5 by the increase in Q4 populations during perturbation conditions for both 

MOSap and MOSml, which indicate the frequency of unstable steps being immediately 

followed by a stable step.  These stable steps may not be purely corrective steps because 

every step is being perturbed in this study; however, the general patterns of changes in 

Q2 and Q4 populations still indicate that there is a relationship between the stability of 

neighboring steps.  These subtleties are lost in calculations of the mean MOS only, and it 

may be that the “outlying” step patterns are more important for understanding stability 

control. 
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Another aspect of step-to-step dynamics we found apparent was the asymmetry in 

MOS between right and left heel strikes (Table 4.2; Fig. 4.6).  This observation is 

consistent with that of Rosenblatt and Grabiner (2010) who suggested that a right-left 

discrepancy in MOSml may be a functional form of asymmetry.  Various theories on why 

such asymmetries exist have been proposed.  Hirokawa (1989) associated the left leg with 

supporting function and the right leg with propulsion.  Sadeghi and colleagues (1997) 

later suggested that the task of propulsion was likely related to the leg with greater 

muscle power generation potential whereas support and control were associated with the 

leg that demonstrated greater power absorption behavior.  More recently, Sadeghi et al. 

(2000) concluded that able-bodied gait seems to be naturally asymmetrical possibly due 

to these propulsion and control tasks.  Interestingly, our subjects tended to have increased 

lateral stability (i.e. larger MOSml) and decreased AP instability (i.e. less negative 

MOSap) on the right side independent of perturbation applied (Table 4.2; Fig. 4.6).  Given 

these earlier studies, it is possible our subjects were demonstrating control in different 

directions with different limbs and that this might have occurred independent of 

perturbation type.  Unfortunately, we did not collect information on side preferences in 

our subjects, and therefore, can only speculate as to its relationship with the asymmetries 

demonstrated. 

While we do not expect our choice of COM definition to significantly alter the 

outcome of this study, the choice should be noted.  We estimated COM motion using the 

four pelvis markers.  Whittle (1997) showed that the center of pelvis estimated the 

motion of the center of gravity (COG) well in the ML and vertical directions though there 
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were small differences in timing and displacement of the center of the pelvis relative to 

the COG in the AP direction.  Similarly, Gard and colleagues found that using the sacral 

marker method, essentially the average of the 2 PSIS markers in the present study, 

provided a reasonable approximation of vertical COM motion at freely selected walking 

speeds (Gard et al. 2004), though their study looked only at vertical COM motion.  While 

a full-body model may have provided a slightly different numerical estimate of COM 

motion, we expect that the differences between the model COM and the COM calculated 

here would have affected the MOS calculations similarly for all experimental conditions.  

Thus, we would not expect the differences between the two COM estimate approaches to 

have yielded qualitatively different outcomes of MOS. 

One potential application of the present study could be rehabilitation of lateral 

balance control in amputee populations, where gait symmetry is a concern.  Hof et al. 

(2007) found that amputees had greater MOS on their prosthetic side than on their intact 

side during normal walking whereas Gates et al. (In preparation) found exactly the 

opposite and that the trend persisted over different walking surfaces.  These studies 

indicate that gait symmetry may not be a positive aim of gait rehabilitation as patients use 

these asymmetries functionally.  The present study indicates that even healthy individuals 

with two intact limbs may be adopting asymmetric gait patterns to respond to 

unpredictable perturbations.  Our experimental setup would challenge balance control of 

this patient population over an extended period of time, as it did our healthy subjects, and 

train development of functional responses to perturbations, be they symmetrical or 
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asymmetrical, rather than training individuals to have a potentially dysfunctional gait 

symmetry.   

Another potential clinical use of MOS is with respect to fall risk assessment.  

Specifically, it may be useful to examine the percent of steps with unstable stability 

margins (i.e. negative MOS) for a set number of steps.  On average, our subjects had no 

greater than 2% laterally and 24% anterior-posteriorly unstable steps.  These unstable 

steps do not indicate that any individuals fell over, but rather that corrective actions were 

necessary to avoid a fall.  If an individual exhibits a large percentage of unstable steps for 

a given time period, it follows then that more corrective actions would be necessary.  If 

there is any impairment to an individual’s ability to respond, an individual with more 

unstable steps to correct has more likelihood to respond incorrectly, resulting in a fall.  In 

elderly populations, for example, various studies have shown that decreased muscle 

strength is a risk factor for falling (Pavol et al. 2002; Pijnappels et al. 2008a; Pijnappels et 

al. 2008b).  Having to make more corrective motions when muscle strength is already 

reduced might logically increase risk of falling.  We expect that subjects will always 

exhibit a greater degree of AP instability relative to ML stability because of walking’s 

inherently destabilizing nature.  However, examining changes, particularly increases, in 

percent of unstable steps, particularly laterally unstable steps (negative MOSml), might 

prove useful.  Again, this outcome emphasizes the need to examine step-to-step changes 

in stability rather than calculating only average stability over many steps. 
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Chapter 5:  Voluntary changes in step width and step length during 
human walking affect dynamic margins of stability 

SUMMARY 
“Cautious” gait is generally characterized by wider and shorter steps.  However, 

we do not clearly understand the relationship between step characteristics and 

individuals’ stability.  Here, we examined the effects of voluntarily altering step width 

(SW) and step length (SL) on instantaneous step stability.  Fourteen participants 

completed three 3-minute treadmill walking trials during 3 SL (short, normal with 

metronome, and long) and 3 SW (narrow, normal and wide) manipulation conditions.  SL 

manipulations yielded no changes in mean anterior-posterior (AP) margins of stability 

(MOSap) or variability.  Long steps increased mediolateral (ML) margins of stability 

(MOSml) slightly (p < 0.05).  Taking wider steps increased mean MOSml while decreasing 

MOSap (p < 0.0005).  Step-to-step analysis of MOSml indicated that subjects mostly took 

stable steps followed by stable steps.  However, subjects occasionally followed “very” 

stable steps with slightly unstable steps which were then followed by very stable steps.  

Thus subjects corrected the lateral stability of any unstable step on the immediately 

following step.  Overall, short-term, voluntary adoption of wider steps may help increase 

lateral stability during unperturbed walking.  Analyzing the step-to-step MOS dynamics 

yields important insights into control of lateral stability during human walking. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Stability is the capacity of a system to respond to perturbations (Dingwell and 

Cusumano 2000; Full et al. 2002).  During human walking, stability quantifies how we 

respond to changes in our environment or within our own bodies, which influences our 

ability to move.  Clinical measures like step characteristics and step variability may 

predict fall risk (Maki 1997; Hausdorff et al. 2001; DeMott et al. 2007; Paterson et al. 

2011), which is likely related to stability.  Nonlinear techniques have been used to 

directly quantify stability during human walking (Dingwell and Kang 2007; Bruijn et al. 

2009b; McAndrew et al. 2011).  We previously directly addressed how voluntary changes 

in step width (SW) and step length (SL) influenced local and orbital stability (Chapter 3) 

(McAndrew Young and Dingwell In review).  While this approach was useful in 

determining the overall stability of an individual, the techniques rely on averages over 

many steps or strides.  Thus, information about the stability of individual steps or from 

one step to the next is lost. 

To obtain information about instantaneous stability and step-to-step control we 

used the “extrapolated center of mass” (XcoM) approach proposed by Hof et al. (2005).  

This technique is based on the inverted pendulum model of walking, which estimates 

stability by considering the position of an individual’s center of mass (COM) relative to 

his or her base of support (BOS).  The XcoM, however, accounts for COM position and 

velocity, and, when compared to the edge of an individual’s BOS, can be used to 

calculate an individual’s dynamic margin of stability (MOS).  If the XcoM is within the 

boundaries of the BOS, an individual is considered stable.  This approach suggests a 
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simple control of stability by using foot placement, particularly through SW, to control 

the MOS magnitude (Hof 2008).  An individual can adjust the size, or boundary, of his 

BOS by making his steps wider, narrower, longer or shorter depending on the motion of 

his COM.   

Previous studies using the XcoM approach have demonstrated that individuals 

maintain a approximately constant mean lateral MOS despite changes in walking surface 

type.  Surface types examined have included overground (OG) (MacLellan and Patla 

2006a; b; Rosenblatt and Grabiner 2010; Gates et al. In preparation), foam (MacLellan 

and Patla 2006a; b; Bierbaum et al. 2010), treadmill (Rosenblatt and Grabiner 2010) and 

rocks (Gates et al. In preparation).  However, these studies focused only on mean MOS 

over multiple steps, rather than MOS variability or step-to-step changes in MOS.  In 

Chapter 4, we explored the effects of continuous, pseudo-random perturbations on MOS 

at heel strike and found that mean MOS were not significantly different between 

perturbation conditions, which is consistent with the earlier studies on surface type.  

However, we observed significant increases in MOS variability and frequency of unstable 

steps (negative lateral MOS) during the ML perturbations. 

The present study determined whether voluntarily adopting various SWs and SLs 

could alter instantaneous stability during walking.  Wider and more variable step 

characteristics may predict increased risk of falling (Maki 1997; Hausdorff et al. 2001; 

DeMott et al. 2007), however, we do not know how adopting these step characteristics 

independently influences stability of a single step or between steps.  We hypothesized 

that participants would be more stable, i.e. have larger MOS, when walking with wider or 
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shorter steps and that they would demonstrate increased MOS variability when adopting 

any walking strategy different from their preferred gait.  We also hypothesized that 

examining step-to-step changes in stability would yield unique insights into how subjects 

controlled their stability from each step to the next in ways that means and standard 

deviations of MOS cannot. 

METHODS 
Thirteen young healthy adults (7 male, 6 female; age, 18 - 35) participated.  

Participants were screened for history of lower extremity injuries, surgery or neurological 

conditions which could affect their gait.  All participants provided written, informed 

consent prior to participation, and the study was approved by the Institutional Review 

Board at the University of Texas at Austin.   

Participants walked on a motorized treadmill (ProXL Model, Woodway USA, 

Waukesha, WI), which had the control panel and railing removed.  The treadmill belt was 

68.58 cm (27 inches) wide by 223.52 cm (88 inches) long.  This allowed individuals to 

walk with the required gait characteristics without risk of stepping off of the treadmill 

belt in any direction.   

Participants completed a ~10 minute warm-up.  The first 5 minutes were used to 

determine the participant’s preferred walking speed (PWS) using an established protocol 

(Dingwell and Marin 2006).  During the second 5 minutes each participant walked at his 

or her PWS to become familiarized with walking on the treadmill.  Participants then 

completed three 3-minute walking trials for each of 6 experimental conditions.  During 

the normal (NO) condition, participants walked normally at PWS.  During the normal 
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metronome (NM) condition, they walked in time with a metronome adjusted to match 

their cadence during NO walking.  During the step width manipulations, participants 

were instructed to walk with wider (WI) or narrower (NA) steps than normal.  During the 

step length manipulations, participants walked with shorter (SH) or longer (LO) steps, 

which were achieved by walking in time with a metronome cadence that was 10 beats 

faster or slower, respectively, than their cadence during NM walking (~10% faster or 

slower than NM).  All gait manipulations were performed at each individual’s PWS.  The 

NO condition was always presented first.  The remaining 5 conditions were presented in 

a random order to minimize learning effects.  Participants were allowed to rest between 

conditions. 

Participants wore 57 reflective markers on their head, trunk, arms, legs and feet 

and 20 additional digital markers were created using a digitizing wand (C-Motion, Inc.).  

Ten Vicon MX (Oxford Metrics, Oxford, UK) cameras recorded motion data at 60 Hz.  

Vicon Nexus software was used to reconstruct, label and export data for further 

processing.  A 13-segment model was created for each participant using Visual 3D 

software to determine center of mass (COM) motion.  COM velocity ( MOC & ) was 

calculated as the first derivative of the COM position using Visual3D. 
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Figure 5.1.  (A) MOSap is defined as the distances between the anterior boundary of the 
BOS, defined by the right and left toe markers (RTOE and LTOE, 
respectively), and the XcoM.  MOSml is defined as the distance between the 
lateral boundary of the BOS and the XcoM.  The lateral boundary of the 
BOS is defined by the lateral heel marker (LLHL and RLHL for the left and 
right foot, respectively) of the lead foot.  Here, the left foot is shown 
leading.  (B) Quadrants are defined for comparisons of step-to-step 
variability of MOS. 

Margin of stability calculations were adapted from Hof et al. (2005).  The margin 

of stability (MOS) was defined as: 

XcoMBOSMOS −=      (5.1) 

where BOS was the location of the boundary of the base of support (Fig. 5.1A).  XcoM 

was the extrapolated center of mass defined as: 

0*ωMOCCOMXcoM &−=      (5.2) 
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where COM  was the center of mass location, MOC & was the COM velocity and 

l
g

=0ω  where g was 9.8 m/s2 and l was the pendulum length, approximated as the 

distance between the COM and the lateral heel marker (≈ leg length).   

MOS was calculated at each heel strike in both the anterior-posterior (MOSap) and 

mediolateral (MOSml) directions (Fig. 5.1A).  The anterior-posterior edge of the BOS was 

defined as the line between the two toe markers.  The mediolateral edge of the BOS was 

defined by the location of the lateral heel marker, which was placed directly distal to 

(below) the lateral malleolus.  MOS was always calculated such that positive MOS 

indicated stability (i.e. XcoM was within the BOS) and negative MOS indicated 

instability (i.e. XcoM was outside of the BOS).  Therefore, MOS could also be defined 

as BOSXcoMMOS −= , depending on the side of the body being analyzed.   

An extension of the MOS calculation is the impulse (I) required to move the 

XcoM outside of the BOS.  I is defined as: 

MOSmI ** 0ω=       (5.3) 

where m is subject mass [kg] and MOS is given in the direction of interest (i.e. MOSap or 

MOSml yielding Iap and Iml, respectively).  Because we only calculated MOS at heel 

strike, l was ~ constant, and thus, I is essentially MOS multiplied by a constant. 

To determine how the MOS of any one step (MOSi-1) directly affected the MOS 

of the immediately following step (MOSi), we examined the distribution of steps in four 

quadrants of the MOSi vs. MOSi-1 plane, also known as a “first return map” (Fig. 5.1B).  

Data points in quadrants 1 (Q1) and 2 (Q2) indicated initially stable (i.e. positive MOS) 
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steps that were immediately followed by either stable (Q1) or unstable (Q2) steps.  Data 

points in quadrants 3 (Q3) and 4 (Q4) indicated initially unstable steps that were 

immediately followed by either unstable (Q3) or stable (Q4) steps.  Increases in Q4 

population indicated that an individual was correcting unstable steps such that the 

subsequent step was stable.  

Two-way analyses of variance (ANOVA) (Condition × Subject) were used to 

determine differences in MOSap, MOSml and MOS variability for the SW (NO, WI and 

NA) and SL (NM, LO and SH) manipulations.  Two-way ANOVA was also used to 

determine differences in right and left MOS between conditions (Condition × Foot) and 

between the four quadrants of MOSi vs. MOSi-1 plots (Condition × Quadrant).  P-values < 

0.05 were considered significant.  All statistical analyses were conducted using PASW 

Statistics 18 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). 

RESULTS 
SL manipulations yielded no significant changes in MOSap (p ≥ 0.095) or MOSap 

variability (p ≥ 0.633; Fig. 5.2).  However, increases in MOSml occurred when walking 

with both long (p < 0.0005) and short (p = 0.034) steps.  Long steps increased MOSml 

variability (p = 0.001) whereas short steps yielded no change in MOSml variability (p = 

0.345). 
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Figure 5.2.  (A) MOS and (B) MOS variability results for SL manipulations.  Error bars 
indicate standard deviation of mean MOS between trials. * indicate 
significant difference from NM at p < 0.05-level.
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Neither long nor short steps caused significant changes in Iap (p ≥ 0.262; Fig. 5.3) 

or Iap variability (p = 1.000).  Conversely, both increases (p < 0.0005) and decreases (p ≤ 

0.018) in step length caused significant increases in Iml and Iml variability.   
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Figure 5.3.  (A) Impulse and (B) impulse variability results for SL manipulations.  Error 
bars are standard deviation of mean I between trials.  * indicate significance 
difference from NM at p < 0.05-level. 

Walking with narrow steps caused a significant increase in MOSap and decrease in 

MOSml (p < 0.0005; Fig. 5.4).  Walking with wide steps caused a significant decrease in 

MOSap and increase in MOSml (p < 0.0005) relative to NO walking.  Narrow steps did not 
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affect MOSap or MOSml variability (p ≥ 0.487).  However, wide steps increased MOSap 

variability (p = 0.035) and decreased MOSml variability (p = 0.007).   
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Figure 5.4.  (A) MOS and (B) MOS variability results for SW manipulations.  Error bars 
indicate standard deviation of mean MOS between trials.  * indicate 
significant difference from NO at p < 0.05-level.  

Iap increased and Iml decreased when subjects walked with narrow steps but did 

the opposite when subjects walked with wide steps (p < 0.0005; Fig. 5.4).  Narrow steps 

were associated with slightly decreased Iap variability (p = 0.036) and had no effect on Iml 

variability (p = 0.083).  Wide steps, however, had no affect on Iap variability (p = 0.177) 

but did cause significant decreases in Iml variability (p = 0.030).   
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Figure 5.5.  (A) Impulse and (B) impulse variability results for SW manipulations.  Error 
bars are standard deviation of mean I between trials.  * indicate significance 
difference from NO at p < 0.05-level. 

There were significant Condition × Subject interactions for all of the MOS and 

MOS variability and I and I variability results (p ≤ 0.017).  This indicated that subjects 

responded to the gait manipulations differently. 

There were marginally significant foot effects (MOS on the right side versus the 

left side) for MOSap (p = 0.056) and significant foot effects for MOSml (p < 0.0005) for 

the SL manipulations (Table 5.1). This indicated that subjects were exhibiting asymmetry 

in their MOS.  However, there were no significant foot affects for MOSap (p = 0.786) or 

MOSml (p = 0.101) for SW manipulations (Table 5.2). 
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Table 5.1.  Summary of mean MOS [mm] by right (R) and left (L) foot for the SL 
manipulations. 

SL Manipulations   
Condition  

Foot  SH NM LO 

L -66.7±74.2 -68.4±86.3 -56.6±89.3 

M
O

S a
p 

R -84.9±74.7 -77.7±62.7 -73.6±73.5 

L 105.0±62.4 99.5±57.6 105.5±63.2 

M
O

S m
l 

R 72.6±55.6 75.9±54.7 74.7±62.0 

Table 5.2.  Summary of mean MOS [mm] by right (R) and left (L) foot for the SW 
manipulations. 

SW Manipulations   
Condition  

Foot  NA NO WI 

L -5.93±70.9 -76.5±72.6 -179.6±115.2 

M
O

S a
p 

R 10.2±51.4 -84.2±64.6 -176.0±100.6 

L 70.4±51.2 98.5±53.2 140.4±56.9 

M
O

S m
l 

R 78.5±53.3 77.2±49.0 130.8±43.3 

 

There were significant differences in quadrant population for both MOSap and 

MOSml for both the SL (Fig. 5.6; Table 5.3) and SW (Fig. 5.7; Table 5.4) manipulations 

(p < 0.0005).  Walking with longer or shorter steps decreased the frequency of both 

anteriorly and laterally stable steps being followed by stable steps (Q1; Fig. 5.6B; Table 

5.3).  Walking with wider steps increased the frequency of laterally stable steps followed 
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by subsequent stable steps (Q1) while walking with narrower steps decreased this 

tendency (Fig. 5.7B; Table 5.4).  Wider steps were associated with increased frequency 

of AP unstable steps (Q3) while narrower steps increased this frequency of stable steps 

(Q1) (Fig. 5.7A; Table 5.4). 

Table 5.3.  Summary of quadrant distributions for first return maps of SL manipulations. 

SL Manipulations                 
Condition

                          
Quadrant  

SH NM LO 

Q1 10.3±14.2 9.6±13.7 19.9±20.2
Q2 4.2±2.9 4.1±2.8 4.6±3.0 
Q3 81.4±16.9 82.2±16.2 71.0±23.5M

O
S a

p 

Q4 4.1±2.9 4.1±2.8 4.5±2.9 
Q1 89.9±12.8 91.9±11.2 88.8±12.6
Q2 2.4±2.6 2.0±1.9 3.2±2.6 
Q3 5.3±8.6 4.0±8.3 4.9±8.6 M

O
S m

l 

Q4 2.4±2.6 2.0±1.9 3.1±2.6 

Table 5.4.  Summary of quadrant distributions for first return maps of SW manipulations. 

SW Manipulations                 
Condition

                          
Quadrant  

NA NO WI 

Q1 47.1±21.8 6.4±9.1 5.7±16.6 
Q2 9.2±4.8 4.1±2.7 0.9±2.1 
Q3 34.5±21.2 85.4±12.2 92.5±20.0M

O
S a

p 

Q4 9.2±4.8 4.1±2.7 0.9±2.0 
Q1 90.6±13.7 93.6±9.2 98.6±5.2 
Q2 2.2±2.4 2.0±2.6 0.5±1.7 
Q3 5.0±10.7 2.3±4.0 0.5±1.8 M

O
S m

l 

Q4 2.2±2.4 2.0±2.6 0.5±1.7 
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Figure 5.6.  AP (A) and ML (B) MOS (MOSi-1) vs. MOS of the following step (MOSi) 
for the SL manipulations.  Red circles indicate MOSi-1 was at left heel strike 
and black ‘x’ indicate MOSi-1 was at right heel strike.  Note the linear 
association in the ML direction, which demonstrates slightly unstable steps 
are corrected with stable steps and “very” stable steps, i.e. steps with large, 
positive MOSi-1, with slightly unstable steps (see also Table 5.2). 
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Figure 5.7.  AP (A) and ML (B) MOS (MOSi-1) vs. MOS of the following step (MOSi) for the SW manipulations.  Red 
circles indicate MOSi-1 was at left heel strike and black ‘x’ indicate MOSi-1 was at right heel strike.  
Note again the linear association in the ML direction, which demonstrates that slightly unstable steps 
are corrected with stable steps and “very” stable steps, i.e. steps with large, positive MOSi-1, with 
slightly unstable steps.  Wide steps (B) caused significant increases in Q1, and consequently, 
decreases in the frequency of corrective steps necessary (see also Table 5.2). 
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DISCUSSION 
Simple, voluntary changes in gait characteristics significantly altered both MOSap 

and MOSml during human walking.  Walking with wider steps in particular increased 

mean MOSml while decreasing MOSap.  Conversely, SL manipulations had no significant 

effect on AP stability margins; however, walking with any change in SL increased 

MOSml. 

Previous work demonstrated that MOSml did not change significantly when 

walking on different surfaces (MacLellan and Patla 2006a; Rosenblatt and Grabiner 

2010) or while undergoing physical or visual perturbations (Chapter 4), indicating that 

foot placement might be adjusted step-to-step to maintain some desired mean MOSml.  

Rosenblatt and Grabiner (2010) suggested that subjects may have voluntarily increased 

SW to increase lateral stability though the increase in SW simply maintained their mean 

MOS.  Our results indicate, however, that voluntary increases in SW can increase mean 

MOSml.  While this result may seem contradictory, we specifically instructed our subjects 

to walk with wider steps than normal while they were walking on a treadmill.  Thus, 

voluntarily walking with wider than normal steps for a specific environment, in this case 

on a treadmill, can increase mean lateral stability margins. 

This shift in lateral stability during the SW manipulations was also evident in 

step-to-step changes in MOSml (Fig. 5.6B; Table 5.4).  In general, in the ML direction, 

MOSi had a negative relationship with MOSi-1 (as MOSi-1 increased, MOSi decreased), 

indicating that lateral stability being controlled.  Specifically, our subjects corrected 

slightly unstable steps with subsequent stable steps.  This evidence of lateral control is 
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consistent with previous work indicating that lateral stability is actively controlled during 

walking (Bauby and Kuo 2000).  We do, however, see a slight shift in this trend when 

subjects walked with wider SW.  They started taking fewer laterally unstable steps and 

thus had to correct fewer unstable steps than they did during normal walking (Q4 

population decreased, Q1 population increased, Table 5.4; Fig. 5.6B).  Thus, walking 

with wider steps increased MOSml, resulting in fewer laterally unstable steps. 

MOSap, however, demonstrated less consistent trends.  While changes in SL did 

not affect MOSap, increasing SW made MOSap significantly more negative (more 

unstable).  AP “instability,” i.e. negative MOSap, during walking is consistent with 

others’ observations (MacLellan and Patla 2006a; b; Moraes et al. 2007).  Because no 

subjects fell, it is clear that our subjects were “functionally” unstable in the AP direction.  

It is important to remember, however, that “instability” (i.e., MOS < 0) as defined by the 

XcoM approach does not necessarily mean a person will fall.  Negative MOS simply 

mean that corrective action is needed to keep the XcoM within the BOS to avoid 

potentially falling.  This could come in the form of a recovery step, which, in the AP 

direction, might mean taking the next step forward.  Even if one is repeatedly taking AP 

unstable steps, they are being “corrected” by continuous forward motion through 

subsequent steps, thus keeping the individual from falling.  At some point, MOSap may 

become too unstable to recover from.  However, this was not the case for the participants 

of this study.  That MOSap is negative, on average, regardless of how one is walking 

could also mean that subjects are simply not controlling for their AP stability.   
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A circular cluster of data points in the first return plots (Fig. 5.6 and 5.7) indicates 

no apparent link between one step and the next.  The circular cluster pattern is 

particularly notable in the MOSap results (Fig. 5.6A and 5.7A) and is consistent with the 

idea that AP motion is passively controlled during walking (Bauby and Kuo 2000).   In 

spite of the lack of apparent control of AP stability, from a falls perspective, an increase 

in the frequency of unstable steps followed by unstable steps (i.e. Q3 population) relative 

to normal in the AP direction may still be worrisome.  Walking with wide steps, for 

example, demonstrates this in the AP direction (Fig. 5.7A; Table 5.4), and wider step 

widths have been prospectively associated with increased fall risk (Maki 1997). 

The impulse results provide another interpretation of the MOS results in that I 

indicates how large of a perturbation would be necessary to make an individual unstable.  

It is important to remember though that the XcoM approach assumes that a person acts as 

a purely mechanical system.  Thus, I only provide estimates of the impulse required to 

make an individual unstable in the absence of any active or neuromuscular responses to 

the impulse.  Because of this, interpreting the Iap and Iml results for the SW manipulations 

(Fig. 5.5) make intuitive sense because if a person is more or less stable, we would expect 

a larger or smaller impulse, respectively, would be required to move the person’s COM to 

the edge of their BOS. 

Differences in MOS between the right and left sides of the body indicated the 

presence of some gait asymmetry in our subjects (Tables 5.1 and 5.2).  Because our 

subjects were able to complete all of the trials without problems, however, this was a 

functional form of asymmetry, a trend which has been observed by others (Rosenblatt 
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and Grabiner 2010).  Interestingly, the right-left differences were only observed during 

the SL manipulation conditions, which had no affect on mean MOSap but caused 

increases in mean MOSml.  Qualitatively, Fig. 5.6 does not obviously reflect these right-

left differences between steps. 

In conclusion, we found that MOS could be manipulated through voluntary 

changes in gait characteristics.  This should be considered when asking individuals in fall 

prevention training or other gait rehabilitation programs to adopt altered gait 

characteristics.  Through examination of first return plots, we also found that laterally 

unstable steps tend to be corrected within one following step, which suggests active 

control of lateral stability during walking. 
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Conclusions 

In this dissertation, I explored how human motion variability and dynamic 

stability during walking were affected by unpredictable, continuous perturbations and by 

voluntarily manipulations of step characteristics associated with increased fall risk. 

In Aim #1, I determined how continuous, pseudo-random perturbations 

influenced variability and dynamic stability during human walking.  In Chapter 1, I found 

that individuals exhibited greater variability when walking during perturbations and that 

variability was greater during the mediolateral (ML) perturbations than during the 

anterior-posterior (AP) perturbations supporting Hypothesis 1A and 1B.  Participants also 

exhibited shorter and wider steps as well as increased step length and time variability 

during both the AP and ML perturbation conditions.  These changes in gait are exactly 

the changes that prospective studies indicate are associated with increased risk of falling.  

Upon completion of this analysis, I knew that even if the participants’ stability was not 

affected by the perturbations their variability, and likely their fall risk, was.  

In Chapter 2, however, I found that participants’ stability was also affected by the 

pseudo-random perturbations.  Individuals were less orbitally stable in the direction of 

motion in which the perturbation was applied.  For example, individuals exhibited 

decreased AP orbital stability during the AP perturbations and decreased ML orbital 

stability during the ML perturbations.  Individuals also exhibited decreased short-term 

and increased long-term local stability during all perturbation conditions.  Individuals 
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were particularly sensitive to changes in short-term stability during the ML perturbations.  

These results only partially supported Hypothesis 2A and 2B.   

There were important outcomes from this stability analysis.  First, the orbital 

stability results indicated that individuals’ stability could respond to perturbations 

differently in different directions.  This meant that assessing individuals’ orbital stability 

in only one direction did not provide a complete picture of their stability.  Second, my 

results indicated that orbital and local stability could be manipulated within a single 

individual by applying appropriate perturbations.  Previous studies focused on young, 

healthy versus older or patient populations.  They were comparing an individual to 

another individual or group of individuals.  Now we know these stability measures are 

sensitive to changes within an individual, however, and we might apply them as outcome 

measures for relative changes in stability due to, for example, fall or stability related 

interventions.  Finally, the observed trends (decreases) in orbital and local stability, 

particularly in the lateral direction, were consistent with the increased step parameter 

variability, which is associated with increased fall risk, observed in Chapter 1. 

In Aim #2, I determined how voluntary changes in step width and step length 

influenced variability and dynamic stability during walking.  My hypotheses for this Aim 

were based on the idea that certain step characteristics, particularly wider and shorter 

steps, might be “proactive” responses to destabilizing environments, and that adoption of 

these gait characteristics would make an individual relatively more stable.  However, my 

results did not support my hypotheses.  With respect to Hypothesis 3, I found that 

individuals were not necessarily more stable when walking with shorter steps.  In fact, 
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they were less orbitally and locally stable in the ML direction and more locally stable in 

the AP direction.  Walking with wider steps, as predicted in Hypothesis 4, did not 

necessarily make individuals more stable either.  Individuals were less orbitally and 

locally stable in the ML direction and less locally stable in the AP direction.  Walking 

with any change in step length (SL) increased step characteristic variability, supporting 

Hypothesis 5.  Changing step width (SW), however, increased SL variability, decreased 

stride time (ST) variability and, walking with wider steps specifically resulted in 

increased SW variability.  The step variability changes associated with the SW 

manipulations, particularly ST variability decrease with any change in SW, therefore, did 

not entirely support Hypothesis 5.   

An important implication of the results of Aim #2 is that short-term voluntary 

adoption of different gait characteristics does not necessarily improve stability and can 

even negatively affect one’s stability and the variability of those measures associated 

with increased fall risk.  Whether long-term adoption of these gait characteristics can lead 

to greater stability and decrease gait variability are questions yet to be answered.  The 

results from Aim #2 also support the potential for use of nonlinear measures of stability 

as outcome measures of relative change of stability within an individual.  The important 

difference between the results of Aims #1 and #2 is that in Aim #2 we demonstrated that 

an individual can voluntarily manipulate his or her stability, positively or negatively, 

simply by changing his or her stepping pattern. 

In Aim #3, I returned to addressing the effects of external, pseudo-random 

perturbations on dynamic stability.  I determined how continuous perturbations 
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influenced instantaneous step stability as opposed to stability over many steps as I had 

done in Aim #1.  Contrary to my predictions in Hypothesis 6A and 6B, individuals did 

not necessarily have smaller mean margins of stability (MOS) during ML perturbations.  

They did have more negative mean MOSap during the ML perturbations; however, AP 

perturbations had no affect on MOSap.  In addition, no perturbations significantly altered 

MOSml.  This latter result is consistent with the results of others who found that lateral 

MOS was not affected by different surface types, as discussed in Chapter 4.  

Additionally, an approximately constant mean MOS supports the idea that controlling for 

mean MOSml may be a goal during walking.  Hypothesis 7 was partially supported as 

only ML perturbations caused increases in MOS variability though it did so in both the 

AP and ML directions.  Despite these results, analyzing changes in MOS between 

consecutive steps indicated that MOS control was changing, or being challenged by, the 

perturbations.   Specifically, individuals tended to follow slightly laterally unstable steps 

by very stable steps during the ML perturbations.  Interestingly, the evidence for this 

trend was clearer during the ML perturbations, which the participants anecdotally 

reported as the most challenging.  This step-to-step control information was not present in 

the mean MOS or nonlinear stability measures.   

The results from Aim #1 and #3 were complimentary.  The orbital and local 

stability analysis illuminated decreased lateral stability during the perturbation conditions 

that were not present in mean MOSml.  However, step-to-step changes in and potential 

control of stability were better understood by examining changes in the MOSi vs. MOSi-1 

plane.  
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In Aim #4, I determined how voluntary changes in SW and SL influenced 

instantaneous step stability during walking.  Hypotheses 8A and 8B were not entirely 

supported.  Individuals had smaller (i.e. more negative) mean MOSap and greater MOSml 

when walking with wider steps.  Meanwhile, walking with shorter steps had no affect on 

mean MOSap but any change in SL resulted in increased mean MOSml.  MOS variability 

did not consistently respond to gait changes either as predicted in Hypothesis 9.  Rather, 

only long and wide steps affected MOSml variability and only wide steps caused 

significant change in MOSap variability.   

Examination of step-to-step changes in MOS in Aim #4 indicated that MOS was 

likely controlled in the ML direction while passive, or uncontrolled, in the AP direction.  

Evidence of this control was more apparent here with the voluntary gait manipulations 

than it was in Aim #3 where subjects were undergoing external perturbations.  Again, this 

pattern of control is consistent with previous simple passive dynamic walking models, 

which suggest walking is actively controlled in the lateral direction and passively 

controlled in the sagittal plane.   

Comparing the results of Aim #4 with the nonlinear estimates of stability from 

Aim #2 yields several important outcomes concerning voluntary adoption of altered gait 

characteristics.   First, walking with shorter steps than normal decreased lateral orbital 

and short-term local stability and increased AP short-term local stability.  Meanwhile, no 

stability change was seen in MOSap and only a small change in mean MOSml was 

observed.  Walking with long steps yielded the opposite trend in short-term local 

stability, but did still cause increases in lateral orbital stability and MOSml.  Thus, the 
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most consistent SL trend was for long steps to be associated with increased lateral short-

term local stability and MOSml.  Increasing SW yielded decreases in lateral orbital and 

short-term local stability and AP short-term stability and MOSap.  Yet increasing SW did 

yield increases in MOSml.  This combination of results seems to support the idea that 

short-term voluntary adoption of shorter or wider steps does not necessarily improve an 

individual’s overall instantaneous stability or stability over many steps. 

Collectively, the outcomes of the Aims of this dissertation suggest that any 

change in human gait, whether externally or voluntarily applied, affects human stability 

in every direction to varying degrees.  Aims #1 and #2 show that an externally applied 

perturbation AP or ML perturbation or a sagittal or frontal plane (SL or SW, respectively) 

voluntary change in gait characteristics can each influence motion variability and 

nonlinear estimates of stability in the AP, ML and vertical directions.  Similarly, in Aims 

#3 and #4 we see that ML perturbations may influence mean stability in the AP direction 

while affecting stability control and variability in the ML direction.  Likewise, voluntary 

adoption of gait characteristics in one direction, say the ML direction, can influence AP 

individual step stability as well.  This is an important to understand as perturbations or 

gait modifications are applied in rehabilitation settings.  Applying a seemingly simple 

change or challenge to an individual’s gait in one direction can elicit a response in both 

the individual’s motion variability and stability in every direction.  While the response 

might not necessarily be negative, the potential for inducing unnecessary increased 

instability or fall risk in a patient are not ideal. 
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We have seen here that relatively simple experimental manipulations can yield 

greater understanding about stability and control thereof during walking.  We have seen 

that our stability is likely controlled and not controlled in the frontal and sagittal planes of 

motion, respectively, further validating previous modeling work.  As research progresses 

in the area of fall risk and stability assessment as well as control of stabiltiy, the study of 

manipulated relative to normal walking gait within individuals and between steps will 

likely be useful in further illuminating how we stay on our feet.   
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Appendix A.  Correlations of nonlinear stability measures and gait 
characteristics 
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Figure A.1.  Correlations between nonlinear measures of stability in the AP direction and 
gait parameters for the SW manipulations. 
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Figure A.2.  Correlations between nonlinear measures of stability in the AP direction and 
gait parameter variability for the SW manipulations. 
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Figure A.3.  Correlations between nonlinear measures of stability in the ML direction and 
gait parameters for the SW manipulations. 
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Figure A.4.  Correlations between nonlinear measures of stability in the ML direction and 
gait parameter variability for the SW manipulations. 
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Figure A.5.  Correlations between nonlinear measures of stability in the VT direction and 
gait parameters for the SW manipulations. 
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Figure A.6.  Correlations between nonlinear measures of stability in the VT direction and 
gait parameter variability for the SW manipulations. 
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Figure A.7.  Correlations between nonlinear measures of stability in the AP direction and 
gait parameters for the SL manipulations. 
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Figure A.8.  Correlations between nonlinear measures of stability in the AP direction and 
gait parameter variability for the SL manipulations. 
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Figure A.9.  Correlations between nonlinear measures of stability in the ML direction and 
gait parameters for the SL manipulations. 
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Figure A.10.  Correlations between nonlinear measures of stability in the ML direction 
and gait parameter variability for the SL manipulations. 
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Figure A.11.  Correlations between nonlinear measures of stability in the VT direction 
and gait parameters for the SL manipulations. 
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Figure A.12.  Correlations between nonlinear measures of stability in the VT direction 
and gait parameter variability for the SL manipulations. 
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Appendix B.  Subject information for Aims #1 and #3. 

Table B.1.  Subject information for subjects in Aim #1 and #3 
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S1 F 23 171 68.2 93 93 1.21 N,APV,APP,MLV,MLP 
S2 F 23 156 58.2 87 87 1.16 N,MLV,MLP,APP,APV 
S3 M 27 182 87.3 96 96 1.22 N,APP,MLP,APV,MLV 
S4 M 29 178 75.5 91 91 1.2 N,MLV,APP,MLP,APV 
S5 F 31 164 75.0 88 88 1.18 N,MLP,APV,APP,MLV 
S6 M 22 185 83.2 98 98 1.21 N,APP,MLV,MLP,APV 
S7 M 36 166 64.3 90 90 1.19 N,MLP,APP,MLV,APV 
S8 M 23 180 80.0 93 93 1.21 N,APP,MLV,APV,MLP 
S9 F 20 165 57.3 87 87 1.17 N,MLV,MLP,APP,APV 

S10 M 35 185 72.3 100 101 1.25 N,MLP,APV,MLV,APP 
S11 M 41 171 76.4 94 94 1.21 N,APV,APP,MLV,MLP 
S12 F 42 164 65.9 90 90 1.19 N,APP,APV,MLP,MLV 
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Appendix C.  Subject information for Aims #2 and #4. 

Table C.1.  Subject information for subjects in Aim #2 and #4 
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S05 F 25 1.65 66.2 24.3 2.4   
S06 F 21 1.68 63.9 22.8 2.3   
S07 F 26 1.62 59.4 22.6 3   
S08 F 28 1.60 54.8 21.4 2.7   
S09 F 23 1.76 59.0 19.0 2.7   
S10 M 27 1.75 63.0 20.5 2.7   
S11 F 23 1.57 52.5 21.2 2.7   
S12 M 23 1.80 70.8 21.8 2.8   
S13 M 22 1.75 65.3 21.3 1.6 Excluded: walking speed too slow 
S14 M 21 1.73 72.2 24.2 2.7   
S15 M 19 1.93 95.9 25.7 2.5   
S16 M 21 1.78 82.2 26.0 2.6   
S17 F 25 1.70 57.1 19.7 2.5   
S18 M 22 1.91 95.5 26.3 2.5   
S19 M 22 1.78 82.2 26.0 2.3   
S20 F 26 1.78 64.9 20.5 0.6 Excluded: walking speed too slow 
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Appendix D.  Matlab code for Floquet multiplier, local divergence 
exponent and dynamic margin of stability calculations. 

 
function [MaxFM] = floquet(SS)   
%----------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
%Deanna Gates 
%Written: 11/2/07 
  
%Find the maximum Floquet multiplier for a given state space (SS) 
%Matrix should be arranged (cycle,state,point) 
%numcycles is the number of movement cycles in the trial (1:N) 
%numstates is the number of state space variables (1-6) 
%numpoints is the number of points in each movement cycle (1:10\\1) 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------
---- 
  
clear numcycles; 
clear numstates; 
clear numpoints; 
numcycles = size(SS,1); 
numstates = size(SS,2); 
numpoints = size(SS,3); 
  
for poincare_section = 1:numpoints 
    S_star = mean(SS(:,:,poincare_section)); 
    SS2= SS(:,:,poincare_section) - repmat(S_star,numcycles,1); 
    S_k = SS2(1:end-1,:); 
    S_k_plus_1 = SS2(2:end,:); 
    J = S_k_plus_1 * pinv(S_k); 
    MaxFM(poincare_section) = max(abs(eig(J))); 
end 
 
return 
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function [l_s l_l MLD] = lyap(X,Fs) 
clear l_s l_l clear stop go stop2 
  
[MLD] = rosen3PR(X,Fs,30); 
t=(0:length(MLD)-1)./Fs; 
  
for q=2:length(t) 
  
if t(q)>=1 && t(q-1)<1 % find where t = 1 cycle 
  
stop = q; 
  
elseif t(q)>=4 && t(q-1)<4 % find where t = 4 cycles 
  
go = q; 
  
elseif t(q)>=10 && t(q-1)<10 % find where t = 10 cycles 
  
stop2 = q; 
  
end 
end 
%%-----Calculate short term local divergence exponent------------------
---- 
mbs = polyfit(t(1:stop),MLD(1:stop),1);  
l_s = mbs(:,1); 
  
%%-----Calculate long term local divergence exponent-------------------
---- 
mbl = polyfit(t(go:stop2),MLD(go:stop2),1);  
l_l = mbl(:,1); 
  
return 
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function [MLD] = rosen3PR(X,Fs,cycles) 
  
% ROSEN3   Estimates/Calculates mean divergence, logless, of a state-
space 
% or delay-reconstructed time series matrix.   
% 
% usage: MLD=rosen3(TSM) 
% 
% Input: X = time series matrix of actual state space variables 
%             or matrix of delay-embedded single time-series generated  
%             from delayemb.m 
%        Fs = the sampling frequency of the dataset 
%              
%              
% Output:  
%         MLD = log divergence curve 
%         
  
% Uses algorithm developed by Michael Rosenstein et al,  
% "A practial method for calculating largest Lyapunove exponents from 
small data sets" 
%     Physica D 65 (1993) 117-134 
% Changed by Paulien Roos, January 2010, combining several versions of 
the 
% routine. Changed as such that the outcomes match the results of the 
% Lorentz attractor in Rosenstein et al. And as such that it takes the 
% sampling frequency as input, so the routine can be used more 
universally. 
% The routine was also changed so it calculates the divergence only 
over 
% the first 12 cycles, as only the first 10 were used for the Lyapunov 
% exponent calculation 
  
dT=1/Fs;    %time step of date (1/frequency) 
[m,n]=size(X);      %define the size of the dataset 
  
%%estimate mean period by calculating MPF. 
for i=1:n 
    [MPF(i),PEAK,F50,F95,F,P]=psd2(X(:,i),Fs); 
end %i 
  
clear PEAK F50 F95 F P 
mpf=mean(MPF); 
meanperiod = ceil(1/mpf*Fs);  %in number of samples 
%pre-allocate variables 
d=zeros(m,1); 
N=zeros(m,1); 
  
for j=1:m   %for each point in the time series 
    dist=sum((X-repmat(X(j,:),m,1)).^2,2);  %dist is (Euclidian 
distance)^2 
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    %Don't look within mean period to find the nearest neighbor 
    %Replace all the values of the Euclidian distance calculated +/- 
mean  
    %period from Xj with Inf, so that they would not be identified as a  
    %nearest neighbor. 
     
    %so that a, b do not go outside the bounds 1:m, 
    if j-meanperiod>0 
        a=j-meanperiod; 
    else 
        a=1; 
    end 
    if (j+meanperiod)<m 
        b=j+meanperiod; 
    else 
        b=m; 
    end 
     
    dist(a:b)=Inf; 
    [a,Ind]=min(dist);     %find the nearest neighbor, which is located 
at a=Ind(j). 
     
    for i=0:cycles*meanperiod  %this is about 12 cycles, as lyapunov 
only looks at first 10 cycles 
        if (Ind+i>m)|(j+i>m) 
            break;  %protect against going over the range    
        end 
         
        lnD=log(norm(X(j+i,:)-X(Ind+i,:)));   %then Divg=dj(i)=all the 
time series of distances afterwards 
         
        if lnD>-Inf; 
            d(i+1)=d(i+1)+lnD;            %Add up log divergences to be 
meaned over j for each i 
            N(i+1)=N(i+1)+1;    %number of samples to be averaged for 
each i, will be used to divide d to get mean 
        end 
    end %i, delay     
end %j, each point in time series 
  
MLDtemp=d./N; 
  
for i=1:length(d) 
    if MLDtemp(i)>-Inf 
        MLD(i)=MLDtemp(i); 
    end 
end 
return 
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function [dsmap dsmml I_ap I_ml XcoM CoP foot] = 
dsm(COM,LTOE,RTOE,LLHL,RLHL,hs,m) 
  
%COM = center of mass data 
%LTOE = left toe data 
%RTOE = right toe data 
%LLHL = left lateral heel data 
%RLHL = right lateral heel data 
%hs = heelstrikes...need to be clear if using STEPS or STRIDES... 
%m = subject mass in kg 
%Written by Patricia M. Young 
%Last editted 4/13/11 
  
v = timederiv2(60,COM)/1000; %velocity of COM in m/s 
  
a = timederiv2(60,v)/1000; %acceleration of COM in m/s 
  
L_com = sqrt((COM(:,3)-LLHL(:,3)).^2 + (COM(:,2)-LLHL(:,2)).^2 + 
(COM(:,1)-LLHL(:,1)).^2); 
w0 = sqrt(9.8/(mean(L_com)/1000)); % in 1/s 
  
COM = COM(hs,:)/1000; 
v = v(hs,:); 
a = a(hs,:); 
LTOE = LTOE(hs,:)/1000; 
RTOE = RTOE(hs,:)/1000; 
LLHL = LLHL(hs,:)/1000; 
RLHL = RLHL(hs,:)/1000; 
  
%Calculate extrapolated com (XcoM in m) and center of pressure (CoP in 
m) 
XcoM = COM + v/w0; %extrapolated COM; v = velocity of COM, calculated 
above 
CoP = COM - a/w0^2; %CoP 
  
for i = 1:length(hs) 
    r = XcoM(i,:); 
     
    if RTOE(i,2)<LTOE(i,2) 
       
        dsmml(i) = (RLHL(i,1) - XcoM(i,1))*(-1); 
        foot(i) = ['R']; 
         
    elseif LTOE(i,2)<RTOE(i,2) 
         
        dsmml(i) = LLHL(i,1) - XcoM(i,1); 
        foot(i) = ['L']; 
         
    end 
%calculate AP dynamic margin of stability 
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dsmap(i) = ((RTOE(i,1)-LTOE(i,1))*(XcoM(i,2)-LTOE(i,2))-(RTOE(i,2)-
LTOE(i,2))*(XcoM(i,1)-LTOE(i,1)))/sqrt((RTOE(i,1)-
LTOE(i,1))^2+(RTOE(i,2)-LTOE(i,2))^2); 
  
%Calculate the impulse needed to move subject outside of their BoS 
I_ap(i) = m*w0*dsmap(i); %Impulse in ap direction in m^2/s 
I_ml(i) = m*w0*dsmml(i); %Impulse in ml direction in m^2/s 
  
clear slope yint 
  
end 
return 
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Appendix E.  Health history questionnaire for Aims #2 and #4 

HEALTH  HISTORY  QUESTIONNAIRE 
“Dynamic Stability in Cautious Human Walking” 

 
IRB #:  __2009-10-0051 ___   Subject ID:      

 
REQUIRED  INFORMATION: 
 
Date of Birth (mm/dd/yy):       Age:  

   

MALE:      FEMALE:      

Height:    ft./in. =     in. × 0.0254 =     m 

Weight:     lbs. × 0.4567 =     kg. 

BMI (kg/m2):     (BMI > 35 excludes) 

 

1.  Are you taking any medications on a regular basis?     
 Y  /  N 
 (Exclusions include:  Psychotropics, Antihistamines, Asthma Meds,  
 Aldomet, Clonidine, Anti-Depressants, Anti-Anxiety Meds) 
 
 
 
2.   Any over- the -counter meds?        
 Y  /  N 
 If yes, explain: 
 
 
 
 
 
3.  Do you have any disability or impairment that affects you when you walk?   
 Y  /  N 
 (If yes, excludes.) 
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4.  Have you had any broken bones, surgery, or injury to lower extremities?  

 Y  /  N 
 If yes, explain: 
 
 
5.  Do you have arthritis? Does it cause pain or discomfort when you stand or walk?  
 Y  /  N 
 If yes to discomfort, excludes. 
 
 
 
6.  Have you had any significant medical problems within the last 10 years?   
 Y  /  N 
 If yes, explain: 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Do you have any neurological diseases likely to affect your ability to stand or 
walk, Y  /  N  
 including stroke, disc disease, peripheral neuropathy, or lower extremity 
weakness? 
 If yes, exclude. 
 
 
 
8. Do you have any history of back problems, such as low back pain?   
 Y  /  N 
 If yes, explain. 
 
 
 
 
9.  Do you have any problems with standing balance?     
 Y  /  N 
 If yes, excludes. 
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10.  Do you have any drug and/or alcohol dependence?     
 Y  /  N 
 If yes, excludes. 
 
 
 
11.  Do you have any significant visual impairments?     
 Y  /  N 
 Examples: loss of binocular vision or the presence of double vision 
 If yes, excludes. 
 
 
 
12.  Do you have any heart problems or coronary artery disease?   
  Y  /  N 
 If yes, excludes. 
 
 
 
13.  Do you have hypertension?        
 Y  /  N 
 If yes, excludes. 
 
15.  Do you have any lung or respiratory problems?     
 Y  /  N 
 If yes, excludes. 
 
 
 
16.  Do you smoke?          
 Y  /  N 
    Pattern? 
 
 
17.  Do you use alcohol?         
 Y  /  N 
    Pattern? 
 
 
 
 
18.  Do you use caffeine (cola, coffee, etc.)?      
 Y  /  N 
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    Pattern? 
 
 
 
19.  Do you have any allergies that require medication?     
 Y  /  N 
    If yes, explain. 
 
 
 
20.  Have you fallen during the past year?       
 Y  /  N 
    If yes, explain how the fall occurred and what injuries (if any) resulted. 
 
 
 
Self-reported activity level: 

 How many times a week do you exercise?:       

 How long do you spend exercising on those days?:      

 What intensity level would you say you exercise at?:       
  (e.g. “low”, “moderate”, or “hard”) 
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Appendix F.  Visual3D model script 

 
Prompt_For_Pipeline_Parameter_Value 
/GLOBAL_PARAMETER_NAME=MASS 
/PROMPT=Enter subject's mass in kilograms. 
/DATA_TYPE=f 
! /DEFAULT_VALUE= 
; 
 
Prompt_For_Pipeline_Parameter_Value 
/GLOBAL_PARAMETER_NAME=HEIGHT 
/PROMPT=Enter subject's height in meters. 
/DATA_TYPE=f 
! /DEFAULT_VALUE= 
; 
 
Set_Subject_Weight 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
 /WEIGHT=::MASS 
; 
 
Set_Subject_Height 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
 /HEIGHT=::HEIGHT 
; 
 
! 
! Model File Generated by ModelBuilder 
! 
! 
! Model Metric Values 
! 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=ASIS_Distance 
/METRIC_VALUE=ASIS_Distance_Calculated 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
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/METRIC_NAME=RTH_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.09 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=LTH_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.09 
; 
 
! Segment RTH 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=RTH 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=_RKNM+_RKNL+++RIGHT_HIP+++Medial+RTH
_Distal_Radius+RTH_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+++LANDMARK+++
+METRIC+METRIC 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=RTH1+RTH2+RTH3+RTH4 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
! /KINEMATIC_ONLY=FALSE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
! /MASS= 
! /GEOMETRY= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_ML= 
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! /PROX_TO_CG_AP= 
! /IXX= 
! /IYY= 
! /IZZ= 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
/OBJFILE=rthigh.obj 
/COLFILE=rthigh.col 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
! 
! Segment LTH 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=LTH 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=_LKNM+_LKNL+++LEFT_HIP+++Medial+LTH_
Distal_Radius+LTH_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+++LANDMARK+++
+METRIC+METRIC 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=LTH1+LTH2+LTH3+LTH4 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
! /KINEMATIC_ONLY=FALSE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
! /MASS= 
! /GEOMETRY= 
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! /PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_ML= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AP= 
! /IXX= 
! /IYY= 
! /IZZ= 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
/OBJFILE=lthigh.obj 
/COLFILE=lthigh.col 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=RSK_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=RTH_Distal_Radius 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=LSK_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=LTH_Distal_Radius 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=Lab Origin 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
! /CALIBRATION_ONLY=FALSE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
! /TARGET_TYPES= 
! /TARGET_NAMES= 
! /MCSX=0.0 
! /MCSY=0.0 
! /MCSZ=0.0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
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Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=Lab X 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
! /CALIBRATION_ONLY=FALSE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=Lab Origin 
/MCSX=0.1 
! /MCSY=0.0 
! /MCSZ=0.0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=Lab Y 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
! /CALIBRATION_ONLY=FALSE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=Lab Origin 
! /MCSX=0.0 
/MCSY=0.075 
! /MCSZ=0.0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=Lab Z 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
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! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
! /CALIBRATION_ONLY=FALSE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=Lab Origin 
! /MCSX=0.0 
! /MCSY=0.0 
/MCSZ=0.1 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=Lab X Elev 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=Lab X 
! /MCSX=0.0 
/MCSY=0.075 
! /MCSZ=0.0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=Lab Z Elev 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
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/TARGET_NAMES=Lab Z 
! /MCSX=0.0 
/MCSY=0.075 
! /MCSZ=0.0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=RAJC Y Elev 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=RAJC 
! /MCSX=0.0 
/MCSY=.1 
! /MCSZ=0.0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=RAJC Z Elev 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=RAJC 
! /MCSX=0.0 
! /MCSY=0.0 
/MCSZ=.1 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
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! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=RAJC X Elev 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=RAJC 
/MCSX=.1 
! /MCSY=0.0 
! /MCSZ=0.0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=LHeelFixedHt 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK+TARGET 
/TARGET_NAMES=RAJC+RAJC X Elev+RAJC Z Elev+LHEE 
/MCSX= 
/MCSY= 
/MCSZ= 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
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Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=LToeFixedHt 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK+TARGET 
/TARGET_NAMES=RAJC+RAJC X Elev+RAJC Z Elev+LTOE 
/MCSX= 
/MCSY= 
/MCSZ= 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=RHeelFixedHt 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK+TARGET 
/TARGET_NAMES=RAJC+RAJC X Elev+RAJC Z Elev+RHEE 
/MCSX= 
/MCSY= 
/MCSZ= 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=RToeFixedHt 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
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/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK+TARGET 
/TARGET_NAMES=RAJC+RAJC X Elev+RAJC Z Elev+RTOE 
/MCSX= 
/MCSY= 
/MCSZ= 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=LHEELat 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=LHeelFixedHt 
/MCSX=-0.1 
! /MCSY=0.0 
! /MCSZ=0.0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=RHEELat 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=RHeelFixedHt 
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/MCSX=0.1 
! /MCSY=0.0 
! /MCSZ=0.0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
! 
! Landmarks 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=RAJC 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/USE_PERCENTAGE=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=_RANL+_RANM 
/MCSX=0.000000 
/MCSY=0.000000 
/MCSZ=0.5 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=LAJC 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/USE_PERCENTAGE=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=_LANL+_LANM 
/MCSX=0.000000 
/MCSY=0.000000 
/MCSZ=0.5 
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! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=RightKMATFoot_Distal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.01 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=RightKMATFoot_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.01 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=LeftKMATFoot_Distal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.01 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=LeftKMATFoot_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.01 
; 
 
! Segment Right KMAT Foot 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=Right KMAT Foot 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=++++RHeelFixedHt+RToeFixedHt+RHEELat+Late
ral+RightKMATFoot_Distal_Radius+RightKMATFoot_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=++++LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK+
+METRIC+METRIC 
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/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=R5MT+RHEE+RTOE 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
/KINEMATIC_ONLY=TRUE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=-10 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=.85 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=.85 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=.85 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=.2 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
/MASS=3.99267e-037*Mass 
! /GEOMETRY= 
/PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL=0.5*Right KMAT Foot_SEG_LENGTH 
/PROX_TO_CG_ML=0*Right KMAT Foot_SEG_LENGTH 
/PROX_TO_CG_AP=0*Right KMAT Foot_SEG_LENGTH 
/IXX=0.000000 
/IYY=0.000000 
/IZZ=0.000000 
/AP_DIRECTION=+Y 
/AXIAL_DIRECTION=-X 
/OBJFILE=rfoot.obj 
/COLFILE=rfoot.col 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
! 
! Segment Left KMAT Foot 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=Left KMAT Foot 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=++++LHeelFixedHt+LToeFixedHt+LHEELat+Later
al+LeftKMATFoot_Distal_Radius+LeftKMATFoot_Proximal_Radius 
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/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=++++LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK+
+METRIC+METRIC 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=L5MT+LHEE+LTOE 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
/KINEMATIC_ONLY=TRUE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=-10 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=.85 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=.85 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=.85 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0.2 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
/MASS=3.99267e-037*Mass 
! /GEOMETRY= 
/PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL=0.5*Left KMAT Foot_SEG_LENGTH 
/PROX_TO_CG_ML=0*Left KMAT Foot_SEG_LENGTH 
/PROX_TO_CG_AP=0*Left KMAT Foot_SEG_LENGTH 
/IXX=0.000000 
/IYY=0.000000 
/IZZ=0.000000 
/AP_DIRECTION=+Y 
/AXIAL_DIRECTION=-X 
/OBJFILE=lfoot.obj 
/COLFILE=lfoot.col 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
! 
! Segment RSK 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=RSK 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
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/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=_RANM+_RANL+++RKJC+++Medial+RSK_Dista
l_Radius+RSK_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+++LANDMARK+++
+METRIC+METRIC 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=RSK1+RSK2+RSK3+RSK4 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
! /KINEMATIC_ONLY=FALSE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
! /MASS= 
! /GEOMETRY= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_ML= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AP= 
! /IXX= 
! /IYY= 
! /IZZ= 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
/OBJFILE=rshank.obj 
/COLFILE=rshank.col 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
! 
! Segment LSK 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=LSK 
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/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=_LANM+_LANL+++LKJC+++Medial+LSK_Distal
_Radius+LSK_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+++LANDMARK+++
+METRIC+METRIC 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=LSK1+LSK2+LSK3+LSK4 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
! /KINEMATIC_ONLY=FALSE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
! /MASS= 
! /GEOMETRY= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_ML= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AP= 
! /IXX= 
! /IYY= 
! /IZZ= 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
/OBJFILE=lshank.obj 
/COLFILE=lshank.col 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=RKJC 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/USE_PERCENTAGE=TRUE 
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/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=_RKNL+_RKNM 
/MCSX=0.000000 
/MCSY=0.000000 
/MCSZ=0.5 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=LKJC 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/USE_PERCENTAGE=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=_LKNL+_LKNM 
/MCSX=0.000000 
/MCSY=0.000000 
/MCSZ=0.5 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=RFT_Distal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=RSK_Distal_Radius 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=RFT_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=RSK_Distal_Radius 
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; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=LFT_Distal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=LSK_Distal_Radius 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=LFT_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=LSK_Distal_Radius 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=RTA_Distal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=0.17 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=RTA_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=0.17 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=RAR_Distal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=::RAR_Distal_Radius 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=LAR_Distal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=::LAR_Distal_Radius 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=RAR_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=RAR_Distal_Radius 
; 
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Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=RFA_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=RAR_Distal_Radius 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=LAR_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=LAR_Distal_Radius 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=LFA_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=LAR_Distal_Radius 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=RHE_Distal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=0.1 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=Pelvis2_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.5*distance(_RGTR,_LGTR) 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=Pelvis2_Distal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.5*distance(_RGTR,_LGTR) 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=RTA_2_Distal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.5*distance(_RGTR,_LGTR) 
; 
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Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=RTA_2_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.5*distance(_RGTR,_LGTR) 
; 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=VirtualLab_Distal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.001 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=VirtualLab_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.001 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=VirtualLabAlt_Distal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.001 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=VirtualLabAlt_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.001 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=LabAlt_Distal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.01 
; 
 
Set_Model_Metric 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/METRIC_NAME=LabAlt_Proximal_Radius 
/METRIC_VALUE=.01 
; 
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! 
! Segment Info 
! 
 
! 
! 
! 
! Segment RFT 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=RFT 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=++++RAJC+RTOE+_RANL+Lateral+RFT_Distal_
Radius+RFT_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=++++LANDMARK+TARGET+LANDMARK++ME
TRIC+METRIC 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=R5MT+RHEE+RTOE 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
! /KINEMATIC_ONLY=FALSE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
! /MASS= 
! /GEOMETRY= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_ML= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AP= 
! /IXX= 
! /IYY= 
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! /IZZ= 
/AP_DIRECTION=+Y 
/AXIAL_DIRECTION=-X 
/OBJFILE=none.obj 
/COLFILE=none.obj 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
! 
! Segment LFT 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=LFT 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=++++LAJC+LTOE+_LANL+Lateral+LFT_Distal_
Radius+LFT_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=++++LANDMARK+TARGET+LANDMARK++ME
TRIC+METRIC 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=L5MT+LHEE+LTOE 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
! /KINEMATIC_ONLY=FALSE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
! /MASS= 
! /GEOMETRY= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_ML= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AP= 
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! /IXX= 
! /IYY= 
! /IZZ= 
/AP_DIRECTION=+Y 
/AXIAL_DIRECTION=-X 
/OBJFILE=none.obj 
/COLFILE=none.obj 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
! 
! Segment Virtual Lab 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=Virtual Lab 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=++++Lab Y+Lab Origin+Lab 
lateral+Lateral+VirtualLab_Distal_Radius+VirtualLab_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=++++LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK+
+METRIC+METRIC 
! /USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=TRUE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TRACKING_NAMES=Lab Y+Lab Origin+Lab lateral 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
/KINEMATIC_ONLY=TRUE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
! /GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
/MASS=3.99267e-037*Mass 
! /GEOMETRY= 
/PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL=0.5*Virtual Lab_SEG_LENGTH 
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/PROX_TO_CG_ML=0*Virtual Lab_SEG_LENGTH 
/PROX_TO_CG_AP=0*Virtual Lab_SEG_LENGTH 
/IXX=0.000000 
/IYY=0.000000 
/IZZ=0.000000 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
! /OBJFILE= 
! /COLFILE= 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
! 
! 
! Segment Virtual Lab Alt 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=Virtual Lab Alt 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=++++Lab Y+Lab Origin+Lab lateral 
Alt+Lateral+VirtualLabAlt_Distal_Radius+VirtualLabAlt_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=++++LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK+
+METRIC+METRIC 
! /USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=TRUE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TRACKING_NAMES=Lab Y+Lab Origin+Lab lateral Alt 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
/KINEMATIC_ONLY=TRUE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
! /GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
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/MASS=3.99267e-037*Mass 
! /GEOMETRY= 
/PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL=0.5*Virtual Lab Alt_SEG_LENGTH 
/PROX_TO_CG_ML=0*Virtual Lab Alt_SEG_LENGTH 
/PROX_TO_CG_AP=0*Virtual Lab Alt_SEG_LENGTH 
/IXX=0.000000 
/IYY=0.000000 
/IZZ=0.000000 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
! /OBJFILE= 
! /COLFILE= 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
! 
! Segment Lab Alt 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=Lab Alt 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=++++Lab X Elev+Lab X+Lab 
Origin+Lateral+LabAlt_Distal_Radius+LabAlt_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=++++LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK+
+METRIC+METRIC 
! /USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=TRUE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TRACKING_NAMES=Lab X Elev+Lab X+Lab Origin 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
/KINEMATIC_ONLY=TRUE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
! /GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0.000000 
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! /GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0.000000 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
/MASS=3.99267e-037*Mass 
/GEOMETRY=CUSTOM_SEGMENT 
/PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL==0.5*Lab Alt_SEG_LENGTH 
/PROX_TO_CG_ML=0*Lab Alt_SEG_LENGTH 
/PROX_TO_CG_AP=0*Lab Alt_SEG_LENGTH 
/IXX=0.000603362 
/IYY=4.938e-005 
/IZZ=0.000603362 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
! /OBJFILE= 
! /COLFILE= 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=RSJC 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/USE_PERCENTAGE=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=_RSHA+_RSHP 
/MCSX=0.000000 
/MCSY=0.000000 
/MCSZ=0.5 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=LSJC 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/USE_PERCENTAGE=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
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! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=_LSHA+_LSHP 
/MCSX=0.000000 
/MCSY=0.000000 
/MCSZ=0.5 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=REJC 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/USE_PERCENTAGE=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=_RELL+_RELM 
/MCSX=0.000000 
/MCSY=0.000000 
/MCSZ=0.5 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=LEJC 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/USE_PERCENTAGE=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=_LELL+_LELM 
/MCSX=0.000000 
/MCSY=0.000000 
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/MCSZ=0.5 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=midStrnC7 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/USE_PERCENTAGE=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET 
/TARGET_NAMES=C7+STRN 
/MCSX=0.000000 
/MCSY=0.000000 
/MCSZ=0.5 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=midXyphT8 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/USE_PERCENTAGE=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET 
/TARGET_NAMES=T8+XYPH 
/MCSX=0.000000 
/MCSY=0.000000 
/MCSZ=0.5 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
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; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=Pelvis lateral 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
! /CALIBRATION_ONLY=FALSE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=RPV 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=Lab Origin 
/MCSX=0.2 
! /MCSY=0.0 
! /MCSZ=0.0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=Pelvis lateral projected 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
! /CALIBRATION_ONLY=FALSE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK++LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=Lab Origin+Lab Z++Pelvis lateral 
/MCSX=0.000000 
/MCSY=0.000000 
/MCSZ=0.000000 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=Lab lateral 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
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! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
! /CALIBRATION_ONLY=FALSE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=Lab Origin+Pelvis lateral projected 
/MCSX=0.000000 
/MCSY=0.000000 
/MCSZ=0.3 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=Pelvis lateral projected Alt 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
! /CALIBRATION_ONLY=FALSE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK++LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=Lab Origin+Lab X++Pelvis lateral 
/MCSX=0.000000 
/MCSY=0.000000 
/MCSZ=0.000000 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=Lab lateral Alt 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
! /CALIBRATION_ONLY=FALSE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
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/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=Lab Origin+Pelvis lateral projected Alt 
/MCSX=0.000000 
/MCSY=0.000000 
/MCSZ=0.3 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=mid_RHead 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/USE_PERCENTAGE=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET 
/TARGET_NAMES=RFHD+RBHD 
!/MCSX=-0 
!/MCSY=0 
/MCSZ=0.5 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=mid_LHead 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/USE_PERCENTAGE=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET 
/TARGET_NAMES=LFHD+LBHD 
!/MCSX=0 
!/MCSY=0 
/MCSZ=0.5 
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! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=head_plane_mkr 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=mid_RHead 
! /MCSX=0.0 
/MCSY=.1 
/MCSZ=0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=RHE_proj 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK+TARGET 
/TARGET_NAMES=mid_RHead+head_plane_mkr+mid_LHead+RFHD 
!/MCSX=0 
/MCSY=-999999 
!/MCSZ=0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
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Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=LHE_proj 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK+TARGET 
/TARGET_NAMES=mid_LHead+head_plane_mkr+mid_RHead+LFHD 
!/MCSX= 
!/MCSY= 
!/MCSZ= 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=_RHE 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=RHE_proj 
! /MCSX=0.0 
/MCSY=.07 
! /MCSZ=0.0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=_LHE 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
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! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=LHE_proj 
! /MCSX=0.0 
/MCSY=.07 
! /MCSZ=0.0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=HEJC 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/USE_PERCENTAGE=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=_RHE+_LHE 
!/MCSX=0 
!/MCSY=0 
/MCSZ=0.5 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=mid_Head 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
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/TARGET_NAMES=HEJC 
! /MCSX=0.0 
/MCSY=-.1 
! /MCSZ=0.0 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=Lumbar 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=_LILL+_RILL+LILL_proj+midXyphT8 
!/MCSX= 
!/MCSY= 
!/MCSZ= 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=Sacrum 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/USE_PERCENTAGE=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET 
/TARGET_NAMES=LPSI+RPSI 
!/MCSX=0 
!/MCSY=0 
/MCSZ=0.5 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
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! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=distal_Hip 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
/USE_TARGETS=TRUE 
! /SEGMENT_NAME= 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=RIGHT_HIP+LEFT_HIP+LEFT_HIP_proj+Lumbar 
!/MCSX= 
!/MCSY= 
!/MCSZ= 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=LILL_proj 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=_LILL 
! /MCSX=0.0 
! /MCSY=0.0 
/MCSZ=.05 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
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Add_Landmark 
/LANDMARK_NAME=LEFT_HIP_proj 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /USER_GENERATED=TRUE 
! /USE_PERCENTAGE=FALSE 
/CALIBRATION_ONLY=TRUE 
! /USE_TARGETS=FALSE 
/SEGMENT_NAME=LAB 
/TARGET_TYPES=LANDMARK 
/TARGET_NAMES=LEFT_HIP 
! /MCSX=0.0 
! /MCSY=0.0 
/MCSZ=.05 
! /LANDMARK_LOCATION= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_NAME= 
! /REFERENCE_LOCATION_TYPE= 
! /USE_REFERENCE_LOCATION=FALSE 
; 
 
! 
! Segment RAR 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=RAR 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=_RELM+_RELL+++RSJC+++Medial+RAR_Distal
_Radius+RAR_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+++LANDMARK+++
+METRIC+METRIC 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=RUA1+RUA2+RUA3 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
/KINEMATIC_ONLY=FALSE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1 
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/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
! /MASS= 
! /GEOMETRY= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_ML= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AP= 
! /IXX= 
! /IYY= 
! /IZZ= 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
/OBJFILE=RUpperArm.obj 
/COLFILE=RUpperArm.col 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
! 
! Segment RFA 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=RFA 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=RWRU+RWRR+++REJC+++Medial+RFA_Distal_
Radius+RFA_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+++LANDMARK++++METRI
C+METRIC 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=RFAL+RFAM+RWRR+RWRU 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
/KINEMATIC_ONLY=FALSE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
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/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
! /MASS= 
! /GEOMETRY= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_ML= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AP= 
! /IXX= 
! /IYY= 
! /IZZ= 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
/OBJFILE=RForeArm.obj 
/COLFILE=RForeArm.col 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
! 
! Segment LAR 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=LAR 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=_LELM+_LELL+++LSJC+++Medial+LAR_Distal_
Radius+LAR_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=LANDMARK+LANDMARK+++LANDMARK+++
+METRIC+METRIC 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=LUA1+LUA2+LUA3 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
/KINEMATIC_ONLY=FALSE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
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/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
! /MASS= 
! /GEOMETRY= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_ML= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AP= 
! /IXX= 
! /IYY= 
! /IZZ= 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
/OBJFILE=LUpperArm.obj 
/COLFILE=LUpperArm.col 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
! 
! Segment LFA 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=LFA 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=LWRU+LWRR+++LEJC+++Medial+LFA_Distal_
Radius+LFA_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+++LANDMARK++++METRI
C+METRIC 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=LFAL+LFAM+LWRR+LWRU 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
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/KINEMATIC_ONLY=FALSE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
! /MASS= 
! /GEOMETRY= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_ML= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AP= 
! /IXX= 
! /IYY= 
! /IZZ= 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
/OBJFILE=LForeArm.obj 
/COLFILE=LForeArm.col 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
! 
! Segment RPV 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Coda 
/NAME=RPV 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=R.ASIS+L.ASIS+R.PSIS+L.PSIS 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=RASI+LASI+RPSI+LPSI 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=RASI+LASI+RPSI+LPSI 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
/KINEMATIC_ONLY=TRUE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
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/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
! /MASS= 
! /GEOMETRY= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_ML= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AP= 
! /IXX= 
! /IYY= 
! /IZZ= 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
/OBJFILE=PelvisWrtAsis.v3g 
! /COLFILE= 
/DEPTH=0.111667 
; 
 
! 
! Segment Pelvis 2 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=Pelvis 2 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Proximal+Lateral Proximal+Proximal Joint+Lateral 
Distal+Medial Distal+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal Joint+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=++Lumbar+++Sacrum+Posterior+distal_Hip+Pelvis
2_Distal_Radius+Pelvis2_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=++LANDMARK+++LANDMARK++LANDMARK
+METRIC+METRIC 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=RASI+LASI+RPSI+LPSI 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
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! /KINEMATIC_ONLY=FALSE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
/MASS=0.142*Mass 
/GEOMETRY=CYLINDER 
/PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL=0.5*Pelvis 2_SEG_LENGTH 
/PROX_TO_CG_ML=0*Pelvis 2_SEG_LENGTH 
/PROX_TO_CG_AP=0*Pelvis 2_SEG_LENGTH 
/IXX=0.168652 
/IYY=0.205647 
/IZZ=0.103557 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
/OBJFILE= 
! /COLFILE= 
/DEPTH=0.14 
; 
 
 
! 
! Segment RTA_2 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=RTA_2 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Lateral Proximal+Medial Proximal+Distal Joint+Additional 
Object+Additional Plane+Distal Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=RSHO+LSHO+Lumbar+++RTA_2_Distal_Radius+
RTA_2_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+LANDMARK+++METRIC+
METRIC 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
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/TRACKING_NAMES=C7+STRN+T8+XYPH 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
! /KINEMATIC_ONLY=FALSE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=-180 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=-180 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=.95 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=.95 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=.95 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
! /MASS= 
! /GEOMETRY= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_ML= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AP= 
! /IXX= 
! /IYY= 
! /IZZ= 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
/OBJFILE= 
! /COLFILE= 
/DEPTH=0.14 
; 
 
! 
! Segment RTA 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=RTA 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Medial Proximal+Lateral 
Proximal+Proximal Joint+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=++++midStrnC7+midXyphT8+XYPH+Anterior+RT
A_Distal_Radius+RTA_Proximal_Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=++++LANDMARK+LANDMARK+TARGET++ME
TRIC+METRIC 
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/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=C7+STRN+T8+XYPH 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
/KINEMATIC_ONLY=TRUE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=-180 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=-180 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=.95 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=.95 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=.95 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
! /MASS= 
! /GEOMETRY= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_ML= 
! /PROX_TO_CG_AP= 
! /IXX= 
! /IYY= 
! /IZZ= 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
/OBJFILE=thoraxab.v3g 
! /COLFILE= 
/DEPTH=0.14 
; 
 
! 
! Segment RHE 
! 
HYBRID_SEGMENT 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
/TYPE=Visual_3D 
/NAME=RHE 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT=Medial Distal+Lateral Distal+Proximal Joint+Lateral 
Proximal+Medial Proximal+Distal Joint+Additional Object+Additional Plane+Distal 
Radius+Proximal Radius 
/REFERENCE_OBJECT_NAMES=+++_RHE+_LHE+mid_Head+++RHE_Distal_Radi
us+RHE_Proximal_Radius 
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/REFERENCE_OBJECT_TYPES=++TARGET+LANDMARK+LANDMARK+LAND
MARK+++METRIC+METRIC 
/USE_CAL_TARGETS_FOR_TRACKING=FALSE 
/TRACKING_TYPES=TARGET+TARGET+TARGET+TARGET 
/TRACKING_NAMES=LBHD+LFHD+RBHD+RFHD 
! /USE_OPTIMAL_TRACKING=TRUE 
! /KINEMATIC_ONLY=FALSE 
! /STATIC_MODEL=FALSE 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_X=180 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Y=0 
/GRAPHICS_ROT_Z=0 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_X=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Y=1 
/GRAPHICS_SCALE_Z=1 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_X=-0.5 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Y=0.2 
/GRAPHICS_TRANSLATE_Z=0 
! /GRAPHICS_UNIT_SCALE=1.000000 
/MASS=0.081*Mass 
/GEOMETRY=SPHERE 
/PROX_TO_CG_AXIAL=1*RHE_SEG_LENGTH 
/PROX_TO_CG_ML=0*RHE_SEG_LENGTH 
/PROX_TO_CG_AP=0*RHE_SEG_LENGTH 
/IXX=0.0344412 
/IYY=0.0344412 
/IZZ=0.0344412 
! /AP_DIRECTION= 
! /AXIAL_DIRECTION= 
/OBJFILE=head.v3g 
! /COLFILE= 
! /DEPTH= 
; 
 
Build_Model 
! /CALIBRATION_FILE= 
! /REBUILD_ALL_MODELS=FALSE 
; 
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